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Abstract
Given bounded vector field b : Rd → Rd, scalar field u : Rd → R and a smooth function
β : R → R we study the characterisation of the distribution div(β(u)b) in terms of div b and
div(ub). In the case of BV vector fields b (and under some further assumptions) such character-
isation was obtained by L. Ambrosio, C. De Lellis and J. Maly´, up to an error term which is a
measure concentrated on so-called tangential set of b. We answer some questions posed in their
paper concerning the properties of this term. In particular we construct a nearly incompressible
BV vector field b and a bounded function u for which this term is nonzero.
For steady nearly incompressible vector fields b (and under some further assumptions)
in case when d = 2 we provide complete characterisation of div(β(u)b) in terms of div b and
div(ub). Our approach relies on the structure of level sets of Lipschitz functions on R2 obtained
by G. Alberti, S. Bianchini and G. Crippa.
Extending our technique we obtain new sufficient conditions when any bounded weak solu-
tion u of ∂tu+ b ·∇u = 0 is renormalized, i.e. also solves ∂tβ(u) + b ·∇β(u) = 0 for any smooth
function β : R→ R. As a consequence we obtain new uniqueness result for this equation.
1 Introduction
1.1 Transport equation and renormalization property
The motivation of this paper comes from the problem of characterisation of non-smooth vector
fields b : (0, T )× Rn → Rn, T > 0, for which the initial value problem for the transport equation
∂tu+ b · ∇u = 0 (1.1)
has a unique bounded weak solution u : (0, T )×Rn → R for any bounded initial data u◦ : Rn → R.
In [1] this problem was studied in the class of vector fields b which belong to Sobolev spaces.
In particular it was proved that if b ∈ L1(0, T ;W 1,p), p ≥ 1 and div b ∈ L1(0, T ;L∞) then for any
u◦ ∈ L∞ there exists unique weak solution u ∈ L∞(0, T ;L∞) of (1.1) such that u|t=0 = u◦.
We recall that u ∈ L∞(0, T ;L∞) is called a weak solution of (1.1) if it satisfies ∂tu+ div(ub)−
udiv b = 0 in sense of distributions D ′((0, T ) × Rn). It is well-known (see e.g. [2]) that for any
weak solution u = u(t, x) of (1.1) there exists unique function u¯ : [0, T ]× Rn → R such that
• u¯(t, ·) = u(t, ·) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) (consequently u¯ also solves (1.1))
• the function t 7→ u¯(t, ·) is weakly continuous on [0, T ] in the weak* topology of L∞.
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For brevity we will call such function u¯ the weakly continuous version of u. In view of this definition
the initial condition u|t=0 = u◦ for a weak solution of (1.1) is understood in the following sense:
we say that u|t=0 = u◦ if u¯(0, ·) = u◦(·) a.e. in Rn.
Note that existence of weak solutions of (1.1) is obtained by mollification of b, construction of
approximate solutions using classical method of characteristics and passage to the limit using weak*
compactness of L∞. Uniqueness of weak solutions obtained as a consequence of the renormalization
property:
Definition 1.1. Vector field b has renormalization property if for any bounded weak solution u of
(1.1) and any smooth function β : R→ R the function β(u) is a weak solution of
∂tβ(u) + b · ∇β(u) = 0. (1.2)
In the smooth setting renormalization property simply follows from the classical chain rule.
However in the weak setting it is obtained in [1] by a considerably more complicated argument
based on the so-called commutator estimate. We refer to [3] for more details.
Later in [4] this theory was generalized for the class of vector fields b with bounded variation.
More precisely, existence and uniqueness of bounded weak solutions to the initial value problem for
(1.1) was proved when b ∈ L1(0, T ;BV ) and div b ∈ L1(0, T ;L∞). The general strategy used in [4]
is similar to the one used in [1], however the proof of the renormalization property is more difficult
than in [1] and involves convolutions with anisotropic kernels and Alberti’s rank-one theorem [5].
Note that both in [1] and [4] the assumption div b ∈ L1(0, T ;L∞) is used only in the proof of
uniqueness of weak solutions of (1.1), while the assumption div b ∈ L1(0, T ;L1) is sufficient for
existence of weak solutions and for the renormalization property and [4]. Therefore one of the
possible directions for developing further the theory of (1.1) is to go beyond the assumption of
absolute continuity of div b with respect to Lebesgue measure L d.
The assumption div b L d is used in the definition of weak solution of (1.1). Therefore if div b
is not absolutely continuous, we still have to impose some additional restriction on the divergence
of b, which would allow us to give a meaning to (1.1). One of such restrictions is the assumption
that b is nearly incompressible.
1.2 Nearly incompressible vector fields
Definition 1.2. Let I ⊂ R be an open interval and Ω ⊂ Rn be an open set. A bounded vector
field b : I × Ω → Rn is called nearly incompressible with density ρ : I × Ω → R if there exist real
constants C2 > C1 > 0 such that
C1 ≤ ρ ≤ C2 L d+1-a.e. on I × Ω
and
∂tρ+ div(ρb) = 0 in D
′(I × Ω). (1.3)
Clearly the divergence-free vector fields are nearly incompressible. Moreover, vector fields with
bounded divergence also belong to this class when I is bounded.
For nearly incompressible vector fields we understand transport equation (1.1) in the following
sense:
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Definition 1.3. Suppose that b : I × Ω→ Rn is nearly incompressible with density ρ : I × Ω→ R.
We say that a bounded function u : I × Ω solves (1.1) if it solves
∂t(ρu) + div(ρub) = 0 in D
′(I × Ω). (1.4)
We remark that in the smooth setting (1.4) follows from (1.1) and (1.3).
Now the notion of renormalized solutions of (1.1) can be extended to the case of nearly incom-
pressible vector fields: we only need to understand (1.2) in Definition 1.1 as in Definition 1.3. More-
over, the initial condition u|t=0 = u◦ can be prescribed in the following sense: ρu(0, ·) = ρ¯(0, ·)·u◦(·).
Note that in general the notion of weak solution of (1.1) for nearly incompressible vector field b
depends on its density ρ. However it was proved in [2] that if b has renormalization property (with
some fixed density ρ) then the notion of weak solution of (1.1) is independent of the choice of ρ.
Nearly incompressible vector fields were introduced in connection with Keyfitz and Kranzer
system [2]. They are also closely related to the compactness conjecture of Bressan [6]. In particular,
it has been shown in [7] that this conjecture would follow from the following one:
Conjecture 1.4. Any nearly incompressible vector field b ∈ L∞ ∩ BVloc(R × Rn) with density
ρ ∈ L∞(R× Rn) has the renormalization property.
As it was shown in [8], analysis of this conjecture can be reduced to the problem of characteri-
sation of so-called chain rule for the divergence operator.
1.3 Chain rule for the divergence operator
Observe that if we let d = n+ 1 and introduce a vector field B := (1, b) then (1.3) and (1.4) can be
written respectively as
div(ρB) = 0 (1.5)
and
div(ρuB) = 0
where div denotes the divergence with respect to (t, x) ∈ Rd. If we introduce the function h(ρ, w) :=
β(w/ρ) · ρ then formally (1.2) (in sense of Definition 1.3) can be written as
div(h(ρ, ρu)B) = 0.
The problem of computation of the distribution div(h(ρ, ρu)B) can be reduced to so-called chain
rule problem for the divergence operator [8]. The latter can be formulated in an abstract way as
follows: for given bounded vector field B : Rd → Rd and bounded scalar field u : Rd → R one has to
characterise the relation between the distributions divB, div(uB) and div(β(u)B) for any smooth
function β : R→ R. In the smooth setting one can compute that
div(β(u)B) = (β(u)− u · β′(u)) divB + β′(u) div(uB) (1.6)
In view of applications for nearly incompressible BV vector fields in this paper we consider the
following concrete setting of the chain rule problem: given an open set Ω ⊂ Rd and Radon measures
λ and µ on Ω and bounded functions B : Ω→ Rd and u : Ω→ R such that
divB = λ in D ′(Ω), (1.7)
div(uB) = µ in D ′(Ω) (1.8)
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one has to characterize the distribution div(β(u)B).
For B ∈ BV this problem was studied in [8], where it was proved that there exists a Radon
measure ν such that
div(β(u)B) = ν in D ′(Ω). (1.9)
Moreover it was proved that ν  |λ| + |µ|. The measure ν (and the measures µ and λ) was
decomposed into absolutely continuous part νa, Cantor part νc and jump part νj (in a similar way
as the derivatives of BV functions, see [8]) and characterisations of these measures were studied.
The following results were obtained in [8]:
• the chain rule for the absolutely continuous part is similar to (1.6):
νa = (β(u)− u · β′(u))λa + β′(u)µa (1.10)
• the chain rule for the jump part is given by
νj =
[
(Tr+B)β
(
Tr+(uB)
Tr+(B)
)
− (Tr−B)β
(
Tr−(uB)
Tr−(B)
)]
H d−1xΣ (1.11)
where Tr±(U) = Tr±Σ(U) denotes the normal trace operator [9] on Σ for a bounded vector field
U whose divergence represented by Radon measure, and Σ denotes the countably rectifiable
set on which λj and µj are concentrated.
• the chain rule for the Cantor part is given by
νc = (β(u˜)− u˜ · β′(u˜))λcx(Ω \ Su) + β′(u˜)µcx(Ω \ Su) + σ. (1.12)
where u˜(x) denotes the L1 approximate limit of u at point x, Su denotes the set of points
where u does not have L1 approximate limit and σ is some Radon measure concentrated on
Su (i.e. |σ|(Ω \ Su) = 0) and absolutely continuous with respect to λc and µc.
Therefore in order to have a complete solution of the chain rule problem one has to characterise
the “error term” σ. In [8] (see also [2]) it was shown that the inclusion
Su ⊂ TB (1.13)
holds up to |DcB|-negligible set, where DcB is the Cantor part of the derivative of B and TB is
so-called tangential set of B:
Definition 1.5 (see [8]). Suppose that b : Ω→ Rd is a bounded vector field with bounded variation.
Consider the Borel set E of all points x ∈ Ω such that
1. there exists finite
M(x) := lim
r→0
Db(Br(x))
|Db|(Br(x))
(in our notation Db is a matrix with the measure-valued components (Db)ij = Djbi);
2. the approximate L1-limit b˜(x) of b at x exists.
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Then we call tangential set of b (in Ω) the set
TB :=
{
x ∈ E
∣∣∣ M(x) · b˜(x) = 0} .
Remark 1.6. From the definition of the tangential set one can see that
1. If b is constant on R2 then TB = ∅.
2. If b is smooth, then (up to a |Db|-negligible set)
TB = {x ∈ Ω | ∇ ⊗ b(x) 6= 0, 〈b(x),∇〉 b(x) = 0} ,
i.e. the tangential set is the set of all points where the derivative of b does not vanish and the
derivative of b in the direction b(x) is zero. (Here ∇ ⊗ b is the matrix with the real-valued
components (∇⊗ b)ij = ∂jbi.)
Having in mind applications for nearly incompressible vector fields one is particullary interested
in the case when µ = 0 (or µ is absolutely continuous). In view of this and (1.13) the following
question was posed in [8]:
Question 1.7. Does the Cantor part |λc| vanish on the tangential set TB for any B ∈ L∞ ∩BV ?
In [8] the authors constructed a counterexample of a vector field B ∈ (L∞ ∩BV )(R2) for which
|λc|(TB) > 0, so the answer to Question 1.7 is negative. In connection with this the following
questions were posed in [8]:
Question 1.8. Let B ∈ (L∞ ∩BV )(Ω). Under which conditions the Cantor part of the divergence
|λc| vanishes on the tangential set TB?
Question 1.9. Let B ∈ (L∞ ∩ BV )(Ω) and let ρ ∈ L∞(Ω) be such that ρ ≥ C > 0 a.e. in Ω and
(1.5) holds. Is it true that |λc|(TB) = 0?
In this paper we prove existence of a vector field B which provides a negative answer to Ques-
tion 1.9. Moreover, for this B we construct a scalar field u such that the term σ in (1.12) is
nonzero.
In dimension two we provide a solution to the chain rule problem for the class of steady nearly
incompressible vector fields, which is strictly bigger than the one considered in Question 1.9. In
particular our results are applicable to the vector field B which answers Question 1.9 and allow us
to characterize the term σ.
1.4 Steady nearly incompressible vector fields
Definition 1.10. Suppose that B : Ω→ Rd is a bounded vector field and ρ : Ω→ R is a scalar field
such that C1 ≤ ρ ≤ C2 a.e. in Ω for some strictly positive constants C1 and C2. The vector field B
is called steady nearly incompressible with steady density ρ if (1.5) holds in D ′(Ω).
Clearly steady nearly incompressible vector fields are a subclass of nearly incompressible ones.
However not every nearly incompressible vector field b = b(t, x) which does not depend on time t
is steady nearly incompressible in sense of Definition 1.10 (for instance consider b(x) = −x, even in
one-dimensional case). Nevertheless the following holds:
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Remark 1.11. If b : Ω → Rd is nearly incompressible with density ρ : R × Ω → R, then b is steady
nearly incompressible.
Indeed, in this case the functions ρT (x) :=
1
2T
∫ T
−T ρ(τ, x) dτ for a.e. T > 0 solve div(ρT b) =
− 12T ρ(T, ·) + 12T ρ(−T, ·) in D ′(Ω). Moreover, C1 ≤ ρT ≤ C2 a.e. for any T > 0. Consider an
appropriate sequence {Tn}n∈N converging to +∞ as n→∞. Using sequential weak* compactness
of L∞ we extract a subsequence (which we do not relabel) such that ρTn
∗
⇀ r in L∞. Passing to
the limit as n → ∞ we conclude that C1 ≤ r ≤ C2 a.e. and div(rb) = 0 in D ′(Ω), i.e. r is the
desired steady density.
In this paper we provide a solution to the chain problem stated above, assuming in addition
that d = 2, Ω is simply connected and B is steady nearly incompressible and has bounded support.
Namely we prove that there exists a Radon measure ν on Ω such that (1.9) holds and ν  |λ|+ |µ|.
More precisely we show that there exist bounded Borel functions u+ and u− (depending on u) such
that (1.9) holds with ν given by
ν = f0(u
+, u−)λ+ f1(u+, u−)µ (1.14)
where
f0(u
+, u−) :=

u+β(u−)− u−β(u+)
u+ − u− if u
+ 6= u−,
β(u˜)− u˜ · β′(u˜) if u+ = u− =: u˜,
(1.15a)
f1(u
+, u−) :=

β(u+)− β(u−)
u+ − u− if u
+ 6= u−,
β′(u˜) if u+ = u− =: u˜,
(1.15b)
We construct the functions u± as the traces of u along the trajectories of ρB. In order to formu-
late this statement more precisely let us recall the following standard definition: a simple (possibly
closed) Lipschitz curve C ⊂ Ω is called a trajectory (or an integral curve) of a bounded Borel vector
field B : Ω→ Rd if there exists a connected subset I ⊂ R and a Lipschitz parametrization γ : I → Ω
of C such that
∂tγ(t) = B(γ(t)) for a.e. t ∈ I. (1.16)
Redefining, if necessary, the functions ρ and B on a negligible subset, we can assume that these
functions are Borel. We prove that there exists a disjoint family F of trajectories of ρB such that
• the set F := ∪C∈FC is Borel and coincides with Ω, up to a (|B|L 2 + |λ| + |µ|)-negligible
subset;
• u has bounded variation along the elements of F, i.e. u◦γ belongs to BV (I) for any C ∈ F with
Lipschitz parametrization γ : I → Ω. Let (u ◦ γ)+ and (u ◦ γ)− denote the right-continuous
and left-continuous versions of u ◦ γ. Then for any x ∈ F we can define the traces u±(x) of u
along trajectories of ρB:
u±(γ(t)) := (u ◦ γ)±(t)
where γ : I → Ω is the Lipschitz parametrization of the unique element of C ∈ F such x ∈ C,
and t is the unique point of I such that γ(t) = x.
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Our methods are based on the observation that if Ω is a simply connected then in view of (1.5)
there exists a Lipschitz function H : Ω→ R such that
ρB = ∇⊥H a.e. in Ω. (1.17)
Then we use results of [10] and [11] on the structure of the level sets of Lipschitz functions on R2
to identify the trajectories of B with the connected components of the level sets of H.
Finally, we prove that if B is steady nearly incompressible and has bounded variation, then the
function H from (1.17) has the weak Sard property, introduced in [10], i.e. H#L 2x{∇H = 0} ⊥ L 1.
As a consequence we prove that steady nearly incompressible vector fields have renormalization
property. This is a partial answer to Conjecture 1.4.
2 Notation
Throughout the paper functions and sets are tacitly assumed Borel measurable. The measures are
assumed to be defined on the appropriate Borel σ-algebras. We will use the following notation:
1E characteristic function of set E;
L d Lebesgue measure on Rd;
H k k-dimensional Hausdorff measure;
|µ| nonnegative measure associated to a real- or vector-valued measure
µ (total variation);
µxE restriction of the measure µ on the set E;
a⊥ the vector with the components (−a2, a1), assuming a = (a1, a2);
D(M) the space of test functions a smooth manifold M ;
D ′(M) the space of distributions on M ;
A the closure of A ⊂ Rd;
intA interior of A ⊂ Rd;
Conn(E) the set of all connected components of E;
Conn∗(E) the set of all connected components of E which are not single points
(hence they have positive H 1 measure, see e.g. [12])
E∗ the union of all elements of Conn∗(E);
dH Hausdorff metric;
We recall that a set E ⊂ Rd is called connected if it cannot be written as a union of two disjoint
sets which are closed in the induced topology of E. If E ⊂ Rd and x ∈ E then by connected
component of x in E we mean the union of all connected subsets of E which contain x. Connected
components of E are connected and closed in E (i.e. closed in the induced topology of E).
A measure µ on X is said to be concentrated on a set E ⊂ X if µ(X \ E) = 0. For measures µ
and ν we write µ  ν if µ is absolutely continuous with respect to ν and we write µ ⊥ ν if µ and
ν are mutually singular.
Given metric spaces X, Y , a function f : X → Y and a measure µ on X we denote by f#µ the
pushforward (or image) of µ under the map f , i.e. f#µ is a measure on Y such that (f#µ)(E) =
µ(f−1(E)) for any Borel set E ⊂ Y . By ∫ f dµ or ∫ f(x) dµ(x) we denote the integral of a function
f : X → Y with respect to measure µ on X.
Let Ω ⊂ Rd be an open set. We say that C ⊂ Ω is a simple curve if C is an image of a
nonempty connected subset I ⊂ R under a continuous map γ : I → Ω which is injective on I. Any
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such map γ we will call a parametrization of C. If for some parametrization we have I = [0, `] and
γ(0) = γ(`) ∈ C then we say that C is closed.
We say that a simple curve is Lipschitz if it has finiteH 1 measure. By length of a Lipschitz curve
C we mean H 1(C). It is known that for any simple Lipschitz curve there exists a parametrization
γ which is a Lipshitz function (see e.g. [12]).
We will say that a curve C is Ω-closed if either C is closed or γ(0) ∈ ∂Ω and γ(`) ∈ ∂Ω. For
Ω-closed curves we introduce the domain of γ by
Iγ :=
{
(0, `) if γ(0), γ(`) ∈ ∂Ω,
R/(`Z) if γ(0) = γ(`) ∈ C. (2.1)
Clearly Iγ is a metric space with distance given by d(t, t
′) = |t− t′| mod `. A Lipschitz parametriza-
tion γ : [0, `]→ Ω of an Ω-closed simple curve can always be viewed as an injective Lipschitz function
from Iγ to Ω. By L we will always denote the Lebesgue measure on Iγ .
Unless we specify the measure explicitly, by “almost everywhere” we mean a.e. with respect to
Lebesgue measure.
Given a function f : Ω→ R we denote by 1/f the function 1/(1{f=0} + f).
By Radon measure we will for brevity mean finite Radon measure.
Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rd is an open set, µ is a Radon measure and a vector field V ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d
satisfies div V = µ in D ′(Ω) (i.e. in sense of distributions). Then µ vanishes on H d−1-negligible
sets (see Proposition 6 from [8]) and therefore can be decomposed as
µ = µa + µj + µc
where µa  L d, µj + µc ⊥ L d, µc(E) = 0 for any set E with H d−1(E) < ∞ and µj 
H d−1 is concentrated on some σ-finite (with respect to H d−1) set. Such decomposition exists
and is unique (see Proposition 5 from [8]). The measures µa, µj and µc are called respectively the
absolutely continuous, jump and Cantor parts of µ. Note that this decomposition is similar to the
decomposition of the derivatives of BV functions [13].
3 New jump-type discontinuities along trajectories
In this section we prove existence of a vector field B which provides a (negative) answer to Ques-
tion 1.9. For this vector field B we also construct a scalar field u such that the term σ in (1.12) is
a nontrivial measure concentrated on some set S. We study the discontinuitues of u on the set S
and it turns out that u has jump-type discontinuities along the trajectories of the vector field B.
Our construction of the vector field B is inspired by the counterexample from [8] (see Propo-
sition 2), which is the negative answer to Question 1.7. While the original presentation of that
couterexample is completely analytic, we will construct B in a substantially more geometrical way.
3.1 Compressible and incompressible cells
Before constructing the desired vector field B, let us introduce some notation. First we fix an
orthonormal basis {e1, e2} in R2 and the origin O.
Definition 3.1. A trapezium ABCD (see Fig. 1) is called a cell if
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• the bases AB ‖ CD and are parallel to e1;
• AD and CB are the sides, and (AD, e2) > 0;
• |CD| ≤ |AB|.
(The points A, B, C and D are always assumed to be different.)
Let us denote conv(ABCD) := conv{A,B,C,D} and int(ABCD) := int conv(ABCD), where
conv is the convex hull and int is the topological interior.
θ
A B
CD
M
A B
CD
θ
Figure 1: Compressible (on the left) and incompressible (on the right) cells.
From the Definition 3.1 one can see that there are only the following two types of cells:
Definition 3.2. A cell ABCD is called
1. incompressible if |CD| = |AB|;
2. compressible if |CD| < |AB|.
3.2 Patches and iterative construction
In this section we iteratively construct the approximations Bn of the desired vector field B, starting
from a fixed compressible cell C0 and associated with it vector field B0 (see Definition 3.4). We
introduce a special partition of C0 into a union of smaller compressible and incompressible cells
(which we call patches). Next we replace each of these cells with the corresponding associated
vector field. Every following step we refine the partition in a self-similar way.
In order to define the partition of a compressible cell C = ABCD we need to introduce some
auxiliary points.
Let E,F and G denote the points on CD such that |DE| = |EF | = |FG| = |GC|. Similarly,
let L,M and N denote the points on AB such that |AL| = |LM | = |MN | = |NB|. Let U and V
denote the midpoints of AD and CB respectively. Finally, we introduce the points X,Y and Z on
UV such that |UX| = |AL|, |XY | = |EF |, |Y Z| = |MN | and |ZV | = |GC|. This way we have
divided the compressible cell ABCD into:
• 4 incompressible cells: ALXU , XY FE, MNZY and ZV CG;
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• 4 compressible cells: UXED, LMYX, Y ZGF and NBV Z;
θ
A B
CD
Patch
=⇒
A B
CD
E F G
L M N
U V
X
Y
Z
θ
Figure 2: A compressible cell before (on the left) and after (on the right) the Patch.
Definition 3.3. Let C = ABCD be a cell. We define the map Patch as follows:
• if C is incompressible, then Patch(C) := C;
• if C is compressible, then
Patch(C) := {ALXU, XY FE, MNZY, ZV CG, UXED, LMYX, Y ZGF, NBV Z};
• if {Ci}Ni=1 is a finite union of cells then
Patch
(∪Ni=1Ci) := ∪Ni=1Patch(Ci).
For any compressible cell C we define
Pn(C) := Patch ◦ · · · ◦ Patch︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(C). (3.1)
One can compute that Pn(C) is a union of 4n compressible cells and 43 (4n− 1) incompressible cells.
(P0(C) is consists only of the initial cell C.)
Now we identify cells and “patched” cells with vector fields:
Definition 3.4. Let C = ABCD be a cell. We define the vector field VC : R2 → R2 associated with
the cell C as follows (see Figure 1):
1. if C is incompressible, we set VC(x) := 1conv C · AD〈AD, e2〉 ;
2. if C is compressible, we set VC(x) := 1conv C · x−M〈x−M, e2〉 , where M is the intersection of lines
AD and CB.
Moreover if ∪Ni=1Ci is a finite union of cells (with disjoint interiors) then we define the associated
vector field as
V∪Ni=1Ci :=
N∑
i=1
1ˆCi · VCi
where 1ˆCi := 1conv C/max
(
1,
∑N
i=1 1conv Ci
)
.
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Observe that inside any cell C the associated vector field VC is constant along the straight lines
parallel to VC , therefore
〈VC ,∇〉VC = 0 (3.2)
inside ABCD. In view of Remark 1.6 this means that if a vector field B ∈ BV (R2) coincides with
VC inside the cell C then
int C ⊂ TB
where TB is the tangential set of B (see Definition 1.5). In other words, the interior of any com-
pressible cell is the tangential set of the associated vector field. A vector field associated with an
incompressible cell has empty tangential set.
For brevity we introduce the range of a cell C by
Ran(C) := oscconv C VC
where oscE f := supx,y∈E |f(x)− f(y)| is the standard oscillation of a function f : E → Rn.
It is easy to compute that
Ran(C) = |VC(D)− VC(C)| = |AD −BC|
dist(AB,CD)
=
|AB| − |CD|
dist(AB,CD)
(3.3)
Let us now consider the cell after the Patch operation. Let V := VC and W := VPatch(C) denote
the vector fields associated with C and Patch(C) respectively. For any fixed x2 the maps
x1 7→ V1(x1, x2) and x1 7→W1(x1, x2)
are (non-strictly) decreasing functions of x1 (inside C). They also take the same values on the sides
AD and BC. Therefore in view of (3.3) we obtain
sup
x∈conv C
|VC(x)− VPatch(C)(x)| ≤ Ran(C). (3.4)
For any a ∈ R2 with a2 6= 0 let us denote
arg a := pi/2− arctan(a1/a2).
By Definition 3.1 we have
∠DAB ≤ arg VC(x) ≤ pi − ∠ABC
for any x ∈ conv C. From Definition 3.3 it is easy to see that for any fixed x2 the map
x1 7→ arg VPatch(C)(x1, x2)
is (nonstrictly) increasing function of x1 which takes values ∠DAB and pi − ∠ABC on the edges
AD and BC respectively. Therefore
∠DAB ≤ arg VPatch(C)(x) ≤ pi − ∠ABC (3.5)
for any x ∈ conv C.
Let us fix some initial compressible cell C = ABCD. Let Ω := int C denote its interior and let I
denote the projection of Ω on the axis Oe2. We define the n-th approximation of the desired vector
field as follows:
Bn := VPn(C) (3.6)
where Pn and V were introduced in (3.1) and Definition 3.4 respectively.
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3.3 Passage to the limit
In this section we consider the approximate vector fields Bn defined by (3.6) and pass to the limit
as n→∞. Our proofs will be direct and elementary, nevertheless we will present all the details for
the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.5. There exist a constant C and a bounded vector field B : Ω→ R2 such that
(i) supΩ |Bn| ≤ C for all n ∈ N;
(ii) Bn → B uniformly on Ω as n→∞;
(iii) ‖Bn‖BV (Ω) ≤ C for all n ∈ N.
(The constant C depends only on the geometric properties of the initial cell C, namely |AB|,
Ran(ABCD) and dist(AB,CD).)
Proof. Let C′ := A′B′C ′D′ be any compressible cell in Pn(C).
Let us compare C′ with the initial cell C. By construction (see Definition 3.3) we have
• |A′B′| = 4−n|AB|,
• |C ′D′| = 4−n|CD|,
• dist(A′B′, C ′D′) = 2−n dist(AB,CD)
and by (3.3)
Ran(C′) = 2−nRan(C).
Together with (3.4) this implies that
|Bn+1 −Bn| ≤ 2−nRan(C) (3.7)
everywhere on Ω. Hence the series
∞∑
n=1
sup
Ω
|Bn+1 −Bn|
converge and the sequence {Bn}n∈R is uniformly bounded. Therefore (ii) and (i) are proved.
It remains to prove the estimate of total variation (iii).
First we are going to estimate the absolutely continuous part of DBn. Let M denote the
intersection point of straight lines passing through A′D′ and B′C ′. Consider for a moment the
local coordinates (x1, x2) with origin in M . Let v = VC′ be the associated with C′ vector field.
Then by Definition 3.4 we have v(x1, x2) = (
x1
x2
, 1) when (x1, x2) ∈ conv C′. Hence
Dav =
( 1
x2
−x1
x22
0 0
)
L 2x int C′
In view of (3.5) we also have
∠DAB ≤ argBn(x) ≤ pi − ∠ABC
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for any x ∈ Ω and any n ∈ N. Hence ∠DAB ≤ ∠D′A′B′ ≤ pi − ∠ABC, so the cell C′ is contained
in the half-cone
{ (x1, x2) | |x1| ≤ c|x2|, x2 ≤ 0} ,
where c := max(cot∠DAB, cot∠ABC) is independent of n. Hence
|∂2v1| ≤ c |∂1v1|
inside C′ and consequently
|Dav|(Ω) ≤ (1 + c)
∫
int C′
|∂1v|L2 = (1 + c)Ran(C′) · dist(A′B′, C ′D′). (3.8)
Since Pn(C) consists of 4n compressible cells with ranges 2−nRan(C), by (3.8) we have
|DaBn|(Ω) =
∑
C′∈Pn
|DaVC′ |(Ω) ≤ 4n · 2−n(1 + c)Ran(C) · 2−n dist(AB,CD) (3.9)
≤ (1 + c)Ran(C) · dist(AB,CD) (3.10)
is bounded for all n ∈ N.
Finally, let us estimate the jump part of Bn. The jumps of Bn+1 −Bn are concentrated on the
union of upper and lower bases and midlines of the compressible cells in Pn(C). The H 1-measure
of this union is not greater than 4n · 3 · 4−n|AB|. But from (3.7) it follows that the values of jumps
are not greater than 2 · 2−nRan(C). Therefore
|Dj(Bn+1 −Bn)|(int C) ≤ 6 · 2−n|AB| · Ran(C) (3.11)
and (since DjB0(Ω) = 0)
|DjBn|(int C) ≤
n∑
k=1
|Dj(Bk −Bk−1)|(Ω) ≤
n∑
k=1
12 · 2−k|AB| · Ran(C) ≤ 12|AB| · Ran(C) (3.12)
is bounded for all n ∈ N.
The estimate (iii) is a consequence of (3.9) and (3.12).
In order to study the properties of the limit vector field B we need to introduce some auxilliary
sets.
Assuming that the origin coincides with point A of the initial cell, let
L :=
{ (
x1,
m
2n
dist(AB,CD)
) ∣∣∣ x1 ∈ R, n ∈ N, m ∈ Z ∩ [0, 2n]} (3.13)
denote the union of the horisontal lines containing bases and midlines of all the cells obtained by
iterations of Patch.
Let Pcompn (C) denote the union of all compressible cells in Pn(C). Let
Sn :=
⋃
C′∈Pcompn (C)
convC ′, S :=
⋂
n∈N
Sn. (3.14)
The following lemma characterizes some fine properties of the limit vector field B and the
sequence Bn:
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Lemma 3.6. Let B denote the limit of {Bn}n∈N given by Lemma 3.5. Then B ∈ BV (Ω) and
• the absolutely continuous part DaB is zero;
• the jump part DjB is concentrated on L and
DjBn
∗
⇀ DjB
locally in Ω as n→∞;
• divaB = divj B = 0;
• the Cantor part DcB is concentrated on the set S (defined in (3.14)) and
DaBn
∗
⇀ DcB
locally in Ω as n→∞;
• there exists a constant α > 0 such that divcB = −αH 3/2xS.
Proof. For convenience of the reader we divide the proof in several steps.
Step 1. First we apply Lemma 3.5: (ii), (iii) and lower semicontinuity of total variation imply
that B ∈ BV (Ω).
Let us consider the sets introduced in (3.13) and (3.14). By our construction the area of all
compressible cells in Pn(C) equals to L 2(Sn) = 2−nL 2(Ω), so the intersection S of all {Sn} is
L 2-negligible. Clearly the union of the boundaries of all cells in Pn(C) is L 2-negligible (for all
n ∈ N). Hence a.e. point x ∈ Ω belongs to int conv I for some incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) for
some n ∈ N. Hence inside this incompressible cell B coincides with the vector field v associated
with I. But v is constant inside I by Definition 3.4. Hence the approximate differential of B is
zero a.e. in Ω and so DaB = 0 (e.g. by Theorem 3.83 from [13]).
Step 2. Let us prove that DjB is concentrated on L.
Observe that any x ∈ Ω \ L is a Lebesgue point of B. Indeed, any such x is a Lebesgue point
of Bn for all n ∈ N. Since∫
Br(x)
|B(y)−B(x)| dy ≤
≤
∫
Br(x)
|B(y)−Bn(y)| dy +
∫
Br(x)
|Bn(y)−Bn(x)| dy +
∫
Br(x)
|Bn(x)−B(x)| dy
using uniform convergence (ii) one can directly show that B(x) is the Lebesgue value of B at x.
Since all the points in Ω \ L are Lebesgue points of B, the jump part DjB is concentrated on
L (by definition of the jump part, see e.g. [13]).
Step 3. By (3.11) the jump part DjBn converges to some measure µ concentrated on L:
DjBn
∗
⇀ µ
locally in Ω as n→∞. Since Bn → B uniformly in Ω, we have DBn ∗⇀ DB locally in Ω as n→∞.
Therefore
DaBn
∗
⇀ ν
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locally in Ω as n→∞, where ν := DB − µ.
Since µ+ν = DcB+DjB, and both DjB and µ are concentrated on L, we have DjB = µ+νxL.
Therefore to prove that DjB = µ it is sufficient to show that νxL = 0.
Using the same computations as in derivation of (3.9) one can derive the estimate
|DaBn|(Ω ∩ R× (a, b)) ≤ 2Ran(C) · (b− a) (3.15)
for any a, b ∈ I and n ∈ N. Covering L by horisontal stripes with arbitrary small total projection
on Oe2 it is possible to show that |ν|(L) < ε for any ε > 0. Hence indeed νxL = 0.
Now we can conclude that µ = DjB and ν = DcB.
By construction of Bn for any n ∈ N we have divj Bn = 0. But divj Bn ∗⇀ divj B as n → ∞,
since DjBn
∗
⇀ DjB as n→∞. Therefore divj B = 0.
Step 4. The set S is closed, so for any compact K ⊂ Ω \ S we have dist(K,S) > 0. Hence
|DaBn|(K) = 0 for sufficiently large n ∈ N. Therefore DcB is concentrated on S (by inner
regularity).
Observe that Sn consists of 4
n trapeziums whith height 2−n dist(AB,CD) and bases 4−n|AB|
and 4−n|CD|. Therefore Sn can be covered by 4n · 2n balls of radius rn := 4−n|AB| (assuming for
simplicity that dist(AB,CD) = 1). Hence the Hausdorff dimension of S is d = 3/2.
From the previous step we know that divcB is the *-weak limit of the negative measures
divaBn = D
a
1(Bn)1. For any fixed n ∈ N for any compressible cell C′ = A′B′C ′D′ ∈ Pn(C) using
Lemma 3.5 we obtain
(divaB)(int C′) = −Ran(C′) · dist(A′B′, C ′D′) = −4−nRan(C)
Hence there exists a constant α > 0 (which depends only on the range of the initial cell C) such
that divcB = −αH 3/2xS.
Remark 3.7. In fact since DjBn
∗
⇀ DjB from (3.11) it follows that |DjBn − DjB|(Ω) → 0 as
n→∞.
Now we prove that the vector fields Bn are uniformly nearly incompressible in the following
sense:
Lemma 3.8. There exists a constant C > 0 (depending only on the ratio between the bases of the
initial cell C) such that for any n ∈ N there exists ρn ∈ L∞(Ω) which satisfies
div(ρnBn) = 0 in D
′(Ω)
and 1C ≤ ρn ≤ C a.e. in Ω.
Proof. Fix n ∈ N. Let C′ := A′B′C ′D′ be any compressible cell in Pn(C) and let Ω′ := int C′.
Consider for a moment the local coordinates (x1, x2) with origin in M = A
′D′∩B′C ′. Let y¯ denote
the second coordinate of the lower base A′B′. For any x ∈ Ω′ we define
ρn(x) :=
y¯
x2
if x ∈ Ω′. (3.16)
Since Bn(x) = (
x1
x2
, 1) for x ∈ Ω′, we have
div(ρnBn) = y¯
(
∂1
x1
x22
+ ∂2
1
x2
)
= 0,
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i.e. ρn solves div(ρnBn) in Ω
′.
Observe that for any x ∈ Ω′ we have 1 ≥ x2y¯ ≥ |C
′D′|
|A′B′| , and by construction
|C′D′|
|A′B′| =
|CD|
|AB| , hence
1 ≤ ρn(x) ≤ |AB||CD| (3.17)
for all x ∈ Ω′.
Now we will define ρn inside of the incompressible cells. In order to do so we divide the set
of all incompressible cells in Pn(C) into two classes: lower and upper. Namely, if n = 1 then the
cells ALXU and MNZY are called lower and the cells XY FE and ZV CG are called upper. If
n > 1 then an incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) is called lower (upper) if it is one of the lower (upper)
cells of Pn−1(C) or if I is one of the lower (upper) cells in Patch(Σ) for some compressible cell
Σ ∈ Pn−1(C). Then we define (see Figure 3 for the case when |AB| = 2|CD|)
ρn(x) := 1 if x is inside some lower incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) (3.18)
and
ρn(x) :=
|AB|
|CD| if x is inside some upper incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C). (3.19)
By formulas (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19) the function ρn is defined almost everywhere in Ω. Moreover,
by construction it satisifies (3.17). Finally, the normal traces of ρnBn on the interfaces between
adjoint cells cancel, therefore one can directly check that div(ρnBn) = 0 in D ′(Ω).
Theorem 3.9. There exist a bounded vector field B ∈ BV (Ω;R2) and a bounded function ρ : Ω→ R
such that
(i) divcB is a nontrivial nonpositive measure concentrated on the set S (see (3.14))
(ii) |divcB|-a.e. x ∈ S belongs to the tangential set TB of B
(iii) ρ(Ω \ S) = {1} ∪ {r} where r := |AB||CD|
(iv) div(ρB) = 0
(v) |divcB|-a.e. x ∈ S is not L1 approximate continuity point of ρ.
Proof. Consider the sequence of vector fields (3.6). By Lemma 3.6 there exists a bounded vector
field B : Ω → R2 which belongs to BV (Ω) such that Bn → B uniformly in Ω as n → ∞. Then (i)
is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.6.
Let ϕ : Ω→ R be a bounded Borel function with compact support in Ω.∫
ϕ 〈B,DcB〉 = lim
n→∞
∫
ϕ 〈B,DaBn〉
since DaBn
∗
⇀ DcB locally in Ω by Lemma 3.6. On the other hand∫
ϕ 〈B,DaBn〉 =
∫
ϕ 〈B −Bn, DaBn〉+
∫
ϕ 〈Bn, DaBn〉 .
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Since Bn converges to B uniformly in Ω and total variation of Bn is uniformly bounded (see (iii)
of Lemma 3.6), we have
lim
n→∞
∫
ϕ 〈B −Bn, DaBn〉 = 0.
By construction of Bn we have (Bn, D
aBn) = 0 (see (3.2)). Therefore we conclude that∫
ϕ 〈B,DcB〉 =
∫
ϕ(x)M(x) ·B(x) d|DcB|(x) = 0, (3.20)
where DcB = M |DcB| is the polar decomposition of DcB. Since (3.20) holds for arbitrary ϕ, we
deduce that
• M(x) ·B(x) = 0 for |DcB|-a.e. x ∈ Ω;
• |DcB| is concentrated on the set {x ∈ Ω | M(x) ·B(x) = 0}.
But |DcB|-a.e. point is a Lebesgue point of B (since the Cantor part DcB is concentrated on
the set of Lebesgue points of B, see e.g. [13], p. 184). Thus |DcB|-a.e. point belongs to TB . Since
|divcB|  |DcB| this implies (ii).
Using the terminology we introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.8 let us define ρ = ρ(x) by
ρ(x) :=
{
1 if x is inside some lower incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) for some n ∈ N;
r if x is inside some upper incompressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) for some n ∈ N.
(3.21)
As we noted in the proof of Lemma 3.6, a.e. point x ∈ Ω belongs to the interior of some incom-
pressible cell I ∈ Pn(C) starting from some n = nx ∈ N. Therefore the function ρ is well-defined
a.e. in Ω and clearly (iii) is satisfied. (See Figure 3.)
Let ρn denote the sequence constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.8. Since a.e. x ∈ Ω is inside
some incompressible cell in Pn(C) when n is large enough, we immediately obtain that ρn → ρ a.e.
in Ω as n→∞. Since Bn → B uniformly in Ω as n→∞, now we can pass to the limit as n→∞
in the distributional formulation of div(ρnBn) = 0 and deduce (iv).
Before proving the last claim (v) let us introduce some notation. For any L1-approximate
continuity point of ρ let ρ˜(x) denote the corresponding approximate L1 limit of ρ at x, i.e.
lim
ε→0
1
|Bε(x)|
∫
Bε(x)
|ρ(y)− ρ˜(x)| dy = 0.
For simplicity let us assume that A has coordinates (0, 0). Let c := max(cot∠DAB, cot∠ABC).
For any x ∈ Ω and n ∈ N let Qn(x) denote the rectangle with center at x and sides 4−n · h1 and
4−n · h2 (see Figure 3), where h1 = (1 + c)|AB| and h2 = |AB|. We also denote
Q+n (x) := Qn(x) ∩ ρ−1(r), Q−n (x) := Qn(x) ∩ ρ−1(1)
and
Rn(x) :=
min(|Q+n (x)|, |Q−n (x)|)
|Qn(x)| .
One can prove that the following properties hold for the function ρ which we consider:
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C ′D′
ρ = 1 ρ = 1
ρ = r ρ = r
4−n|AB|
4−n|CD|
x
2−ndist(AB,CD)
4−nh2
4−nh1
Figure 3: Blow-up of the tangential set.
• if x is L1-approximate limit of ρ then either ρ˜(x) = 1 or ρ˜(x) = r (this follows directly from
definition, since ρ takes only values 1 and r a.e.);
• consequently, if x is a point of L1-approximate continuity of ρ then limn→∞Rn(x) = 0.
Suppose that x ∈ S has coordinates (x1, x2). We are going to estimate from below the area |Q−n (x)|
of the part of ρ−1(1) which lies inside the rectangle Qn(x).
By construction of S for any n ∈ N we have x ∈ convA′B′C ′D′ for some compressible cell
A′B′C ′D′ ∈ Pn(ABCD) (see Figure 3). When n is sufficiently large we also have Qn(x) ⊂ Ω.
Since | cot∠D′A′B′| ≤ c (see proof of Lemma 3.5) in view of our choice of h1 we have
4−n|AB|+ 4−nh2| cot∠B′A′D′| ≤ 4−n · (1 + c) · |AB| = 4−nh1
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hence Qn(x) contains the whole intersection of intA
′B′C ′D′ with the horisontal stripe
Hn(x) :=
{
(ξ1, ξ2)
∣∣ x2 − 4−nh2 ≤ ξ2 ≤ x2 + 4−nh2} .
Therefore it is sufficient to estimate from below the area of Hn(x) ∩ intA′B′C ′D′ ∩ ρ−1(1).
In order to compute |Hn(x) ∩ intA′B′C ′D′ ∩ ρ−1(1)| let us find out how many incompressible
cells in Pm(A′B′C ′D′) with ρ = 1 have nonempty intersection with Hn(x), where m ∈ N. Clearly
the number of such cells depends on the position of x in A′B′C ′D′ and on the value of m. However
if m = 2 and dist(x,C ′D′) ≥ 14 dist(A′B′, C ′D′) then Hn(x) ∩ intA′B′C ′D′ intersects at least 4
incompressible cells in Pm(A′B′C ′D′) with ρ = 1 (see Figure 3) and moreover we can estimate
|Q−n (x)| ≥
∣∣∣Hn(x) ∩ intA′B′C ′D′ ∩ ρ−1(1)∣∣∣
≥ 4 · 4
−n|CD|
16
· 4−nh2 = |CD|
16h1
|Qn(x)| = |CD|
32|AB| |Qn(x)|. (3.22)
The same way one can prove that
|Q+n (x)| ≥
|CD|
32|AB| |Qn(x)| (3.23)
if dist(x,A′B′) ≥ 14 dist(A′B′, C ′D′).
Equations (3.22) and (3.23) imply that if
Rn(x) <
|CD|
32|AB|
then either dist(x,A′B′) < 14 dist(A
′B′, C ′D′) or dist(x,C ′D′) < 14 dist(A
′B′, C ′D′), i.e. x2 ∈
2−n(Z+(−1/4, 1/4)). Therefore if Rn(x)→ 0 as n→∞ then x2 ∈ I := ∩∞n=N2−n(Z+(−1/4, 1/4))
for some N ∈ N. Observe that
I = ∩∞n=N 2−n(Z+ (−1/4, 1/4)) ∩ 2−n−1(Z+ (−1/4, 1/4)) = ∩∞n=N2−n(Z+ (−1/8, 1/8))
= · · · = ∩∞n=N2−n(Z+ (−2−k, 2k)) ⊂ 2−N (Z+ (−2−k, 2k))
for any natural k ≥ 4, hence I ⊂ 2−NZ ⊂ Q. Since |divcB|((R × Q) ∩ Ω) = 0 (this follows from
(3.15)) the proof is complete.
Remark 3.10. The cells in Pn(C) have bases with lengths proportional to 4−n, while the distance
between the bases is proportional to 2−n. In other words the cells become “streched” along the
vertical axis as n→∞ (in comparison with the appropriately scaled initial cell C). Due to this, even
though the rectangle Qn(x) always intersects some compressible cells in Pn(C), it is not possible
to control a priori the value of ρ inside of this intersection (since the position of x is not known
precisely and the aspect ratio of Qn(x) is fixed). Because of this we had to consider the structure
of ρ inside of the compressible cell A′B′C ′D′ ∈ Pn(C). In order to use this structure we involved
Pm(A′B′C ′D′) with m = 2.
Remark 3.11. As we already mentioned, our construction of B is inspired by the vector field
presented in [8], which answers Question 1.7 in negative. Though the original construction of that
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vector field is completely analytic, it can also be presented in our geometric terms. Namely, the
only difference between these two constructions is that in [8] the Patch operation is given by
Patch(ABCD) := {UE′ED, F ′V CF, AGG′U, HBV H ′, E′F ′FE, GHH ′G′},
where U and V are midpoints of AD and BC respectively, |DE| = |EF | = |FC|, |AG| = |GH| =
|HB|, E′, F ′, G′, H ′ ∈ UV and |E′F ′| = |EF |, |G′H ′| = |GH|, |UG′| = |H ′V |, |UE′| = |F ′V | (see
Figure 4).
θ
A B
CD
Patch
=⇒
A B
CD
E F
G′ H ′
G H
U V
E′ F ′
θ
Figure 4: The Patch operation used in [8].
The main property of Patch used in the present paper (see Figure 2) is that the resulting
approximate vector fields are uniformly nearly incompressible (see Lemma 3.8).
3.4 Analysis of the discontinuity set
In this section we would like to study in more details the properies of the set S. Our analysis will
be based on the following observation concerning the trajectories of B:
Lemma 3.12 (Flow of B). Let B denote the limit of {Bn}n∈N given by Lemma 3.5. Then there
exists a disjoint family F of trajectories of B such that ∪C∈FC = Ω. Moreover, for (|divcB|+L 2)-
a.e. x ∈ Ω the corresponding trajectory Cx ∈ F contains exactly one point sx ∈ S of the set S
defined in (3.14).
Let F denote the disjoint family of the trajectories of B given by Lemma 3.12. Let γx : (0, 1)→ Ω
denote the parametrization of the trajectory Cx ∈ F passing through x ∈ Ω. For (|divcB|+L 2)-
a.e. x ∈ Ω let tx ∈ (0, 1) be such that γx(tx) = x and let t∗x ∈ (0, 1) be such that γx(t∗x) ∈ S. Since
B2 = 1 the value tx is unique; in view of Lemma 3.12 the value t
∗
x is also unique.
Then the function ρ defined in (3.21) satisfies
ρ(x) :=
{
1, tx < t
∗
x;
|AB|
|CD| , tx > t
∗
x.
In other words, ρ is equal to 1 before the trajectory of B intersects S and ρ is equal to |AB||CD| after
this intersection. (See Figure 5 for the approximate flow.)
Though later we will prove more general results concerning the trajectories of nearly incompress-
ible vector fields, we would like to conclude this section by presenting a direct proof of Lemma 3.12.
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Figure 5: Approximation of the flow of B.
Proof of Lemma 3.12. For any n ∈ N the disjoint family Fn of the trajectories of the approximate
vector field Bn can be constructed directly by “gluing” the classical trajectories of the vector fields
associated with all compressible and incompressible cells in Pn(C). For any x ∈ Ω let Cx ∈ F denote
the trajectory of Bn such that x ∈ Cx. Let γnx denote the Lipschitz parametrization of Cx which
solves the ODE (1.16) for Bn. For simplicity we can assume that dist(AB,CD) = 1, then for any
x ∈ Ω the function γnx is defined on (0, 1).
By induction one can prove that each trajectory Cnx intersects at most two compressible cells.
Let Inx ⊂ (0, 1) denote the preimage of this intersection under γnx . Since the Patch operation does
not change the incompressible cells, for any m > n the value γ˙mx (t) can be different from the value
γ˙nx (t) only for t ∈ Inx . Moreover, by construction of the patches we have |γ˙mx (t)− γ˙nx (t)| ≤ 2−nC for
some C > 0. Hence γ˙mx converges a.e. on (0, 1) as m → ∞. Note that for any x ∈ Ω there exists
unique t = tx such that γ
n
x (tx) = x for all n ∈ N (in fact since (Bn)2 = 1 for all n ∈ N the value of
tx depends only on x2). Therefore γ
m
x → γx uniformly on (0, 1) for some injective γx ∈ Lip((0, 1))
as m→∞, and x ∈ γx((0, 1)).
Again using invariance of incompressible cells under Patch one can check that if t ∈ (0, 1) \ Inx
then
Bn(γ
n
x (t)) = B(γ
n
x (t)) = B(γx(t)).
The last equality is due to the following fact: if γnx ((0, 1)) intersects some incompressible cell for
some n then γmx ((0, 1)) intersects this cell for all m ≥ n. Finally, since L 1(Inx ) → 0 one can pass
directly to the limit in γn(t)− γn(tx) =
∫ t
tx
Bn(γn(τ)) dτ and conclude that γx satisfies the desired
ODE (1.16).
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Observe that Cx := γx((0, 1)) can intersect two compressible cells only if Cx contains some of
the side edges (which are not parallel to AB) of some cell in Pn(C) for some n ∈ N. Union of all
points of such edges is countably rectifiable hence it is |divcB|-null set. Let us exclude all such
points.
For the remaining points x the corresponding trajectory Cx intersects exactly one compressible
cell in Pn(C) for each n ∈ N. Hence the projection of Cx∩S on the vertical axis can be written as an
intersection of a sequence of closed segments Inx . Since these segments are nested and I
n
x = [an, bn],
where bn−an = 2−n, the intersection of all Inx is exactly one point. Hence the intersection of Cx∩S
is a contained in some line parallel to Ox1. Since by construction (B)2 = 1, the curve Cx intersects
such line in only one point. Hence Cx ∩ S is exactly one point.
4 Chain rule along curves
In this section we study equation (1.8) in a particular case when B is not a vector field but a
special vector measure concentrated on a simple Ω-closed Lipschitz curve. Our main result here is
Theorems 4.9.
Would like to start by we recalling some standard properties of parametrizations of simple
Lipschitz curves in an open set Ω ⊂ R2 (see also Section 2).
Definition 4.1. A Lipschitz parametrization γ : [0, `] → Ω of a simple curve C ⊂ Ω is called
admissible if γ′ 6= 0 a.e. on (0, `). If, moreover, |γ′| = 1 a.e. on (0, `) then γ is called natural.
Without loss of generality we can assume that any Lipschitz parametrization γ is admissible
(if it is not then we can always reparametrize C by γ˜(s) := γ(σ−1(s)) where σ(t) :=
∫ t
0
1γ′ 6=0(τ) dτ).
Moreover, natural parametrization always exists for any simple Lipschitz curve.
Definition 4.2. Suppose that B : Ω→ R2 is a bounded Borel vector field. We say that a Lipschitz
parametrization γ : [0, `]→ Ω of a simple curve C ⊂ Ω agrees with B if
γ′(t) ·B(γ(t)) > 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0, `).
Definition 4.3. Suppose that B : Ω → R2 is a bounded vector field and u : Ω → R. Suppose
that C ⊂ Ω is an Ω-closed simple Lipchitz curve. Let C+B := γ([0, `)), where γ is any1 Lipschitz
parametrization of C which agrees with B. We say that u has trace u+ : C+B → R along (C,B) if
• u+(x) = u(x) for H 1-a.e. x ∈ C;
• for any Lipschitz parametrization γ : [0, `]→ Ω of C which agrees with B the function u+ ◦ γ
is right-continuous on [0, `).
The trace u− is defined in a same way: the only difference is that u− is defined on C−B := γ((0, `])
and the function u− ◦ γ has to be left-continuous.
Note that u+ and u− are Borel function, since γ is continuous and injective. Moreover both u+
and u− are defined in every point of C. In the main result of this section (Theorem 4.9) we will
provide sufficient condition for existence of these traces.
Proposition 4.4. If γ is a Lipschitz parametrization of a simple Ω-closed curve C ⊂ Ω then
1clearly C+B does not depend on the choice of γ
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• γ#(|γ′|L ) = H 1xC;
• for any measure µ on R2 which is concentrated on C there exists a measure ν =: γ−1# µ on Iγ
such that γ#ν = µ.
(Here and further Iγ is the domain of γ defined by (2.1).)
The first claim follows from one-dimensional area formula (see e.g. [13]). Since γ is continuous
and injective, the image γ(B) of any Borel set B ⊂ Iγ is also Borel (see e.g. [14], Theorem 423I).
Therefore to prove the second claim it is sufficient to define ν(B) := µ(γ(B)) for any Borel set
B ⊂ Iγ .
Definition 4.5. Suppose that C ⊂ Ω is a simple Ω-closed curve, f : Ω→ R is a Borel function, µ
is a Radon measure on Ω and γ is a Lipschitz parametrization of C.
f ′ = µ holds in D ′(C, γ)
if f ◦ γ ∈ L1(Iγ) and
(f ◦ γ)′ = γ−1# µ in D ′(Iγ),
where Iγ was defined in (2.1).
Proposition 4.6 (Vol’pert’s chain rule). Suppose that u : I → Rm belongs to BV (I), where I =
(0, `) or I = R/(`Z), m ∈ N. Then u has classical one-dimensional traces u± : I → Rm and for
any β ∈ C1(Rm) we have β(u) ∈ BV (I) and
D(β(u)) = f(u+, u−) ·Du, (4.1)
where Du is the Rm-valued Radon measure representing distributional derivative of u and
f(u+, u−) :=
∫ 1
0
∇β(tu+ + (1− t)u−) dt (4.2)
is so-called Vol’pert averaged superposition (see [13]).
Remark 4.7. In the scalar case when m = 1 we have
f(u+, u−) =

β(u+)− β(u−)
u+ − u− u
+ 6= u−,
β′(u˜) u+ = u− =: u˜.
Remark 4.8. By classical trace u+ of a function u ∈ BV (I) when I = (0, `) we mean the function
u+(x) := c+ + Du((0, x]) where the constant c+ is such that u = u+ a.e. on (0, `). Similarly,
u−(x) := c−+Du((x, `)), where the constant c− is such that u = u− a.e. on (0, `). Note that u+ is
right-continuous function from [0, `) to R and u− is left-continuous function from (0, `] to R. When
I = R/(`Z) the traces u± are defined analogously.
Theorem 4.9. Suppose that C ⊂ Ω is a simple Ω-closed Lipschitz curve, B : Ω → R2 is Borel
vector field such that |B(x)| = 1 and B(x) is tangent to C for H 1-a.e. x ∈ C. Suppose that
div(BH 1xC) = 0 in D ′(Ω). (4.3)
Then the following statements hold:
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(i) for any Lipschitz parametrization γ of C there exists a constant σγ ∈ {±1} such that
γ′(t)
|γ′(t)| = σγB(γ(t)) (4.4)
for a.e. t ∈ Iγ .
(ii) there exists a Lipschitz parametrization of C which agrees with B;
(iii) a Borel function u : Ω→ R such that u ∈ L1(H 1xC) and a Radon measure µ on C satisfy
div(uBH 1xC) = µ in D ′(Ω) (4.5)
if and only if u ∈ L∞(H 1xC) and for any Lipschitz parametrization γ of the curve C which
agrees with B
u′ = µ in D ′(C, γ). (4.6)
(iv) Suppose that u ∈ L1(H 1xC) and a Radon measure µ on C satisfy (4.5). Then u has traces
u± along (C,B) and moreover for any β ∈ C1(R) we have
div(β(u)BH 1xC) = f(u+, u−) · µ in D ′(Ω). (4.7)
where the function f is given by (4.2).
Remark 4.10. From (iv) it follows that β(u) has traces β(u)± along (C,B). Since β is continuous
these traces are given by β(u)± = β(u±).
Remark 4.11. One can easily generalize Theorem 4.9 to the case of vector-valued u and µ. Namely
if u = (u1, ..., um) ∈ L1(H 1xC) and the vector measure µ = (µ1, ..., µm) satisfy (6.1) componetent-
wise (i.e. div(uiBH 1xC) = µi, i = 1, ...,m) then for any β ∈ C1(Rm) the function β(u) solves
(4.7).
Remark 4.12. Note that in Theorem 4.9 ∇β does not have to be uniformly bounded because, as it
follows from (iii), any solution to (4.5) has to belong to L∞(H 1xC) and therefore the traces u±
are automatically bounded.
The proof of Theorem 4.9 is based on the so-called density Lemma:
Lemma 4.13 (see [10], Lemma 4.3). Let a ∈ L1(I) and let µ be a Radon measure on I, where
I = R/(`Z) or I = (0, `), ` > 0. Suppose that γ : I → Ω is an injective Lipschitz function such that
γ(0, `) ⊂ Ω and γ′ 6= 0 a.e. on I. Consider the functional
Λ(φ) :=
∫
I
φ′a dL +
∫
I
φdµ
defined on the space of compactly supported Lipschitz functions φ : I → R.
Suppose that Λ(ϕ ◦ γ) = 0 for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω). Then Λ(φ) = 0 for any φ ∈ C10 (I).
In case when Ω = R2 the proof of this result can be found in the preprint [15]. For convenience
of the reader and completeness of the paper we will give the proof of Lemma 4.13 in the end of this
section.
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Proof of Theorem 4.9. By definition (4.5) holds if and only if for any ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Ω)∫
C
uB · ∇ϕdH 1 +
∫
C
ϕdµ = 0. (4.8)
Suppose that γ is a Lipschitz parametrization of C with domain Iγ . Then using Proposition 4.4
we can rewrite (4.8) as
0 =
∫
C
uB · ∇ϕdγ#(|γ′|L ) +
∫
C
ϕdγ#µγ =
∫
Iγ
(uB · ∇ϕ) ◦ γ · |γ′| dL +
∫
Iγ
ϕ ◦ γ dµγ
where µγ := γ
−1
# (µ) (see Section 4).
Since B(x) is unit tangent to C for H 1-a.e. x ∈ C, there exists a function σγ : C → {±1} such
that (4.4) holds for a.e. t ∈ Iγ . Hence we can further rewrite (4.8) as
0 =
∫
Iγ
(uσγ · ∇ϕ) ◦ γ · γ′ dL +
∫
Iγ
ϕ ◦ γ dµγ . (4.9)
In view of (4.3) we can substitute into (4.9) u ≡ 1 and µ ≡ 0 and obtain thus∫
Iγ
(σγ ◦ γ)(ϕ ◦ γ)′ dL = 0.
In view of Lemma 4.13 this equation holds for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω) if and only if∫
Iγ
(σγ ◦ γ)φ′ dL = 0
for any φ ∈ C10 (Iγ). But this is equivalent to (σγ ◦ γ)′ = 0 in D ′(Iγ). Therefore either σγ ≡ +1 or
σγ ≡ −1. Hence (i) is proved.
By changing, if necessary, the orientation of Iγ we can always achieve that σγ ≡ +1. Hence (ii)
is proved.
Now we can turn back to (4.9) with u and µγ . Assuming σ ≡ 1 we can rewrite (4.9) as∫
Iγ
(u ◦ γ)(ϕ ◦ γ)′ dL +
∫
Iγ
ϕ ◦ γ dµγ = 0. (4.10)
We would like to use again Lemma 4.13, but at this point we do not know if u◦γ ∈ L1(Iγ); since
u ∈H 1xC and γ#(|γ′|L ) = H 1xC we only know that u ◦ γ ∈ L1(|γ′|L ). Therefore let us assume
for a moment that the parametrization γ is natural (clearly such γ exists). Then immediately we
obtain that u ◦ γ ∈ L1(Iγ).
Now we can use Lemma 4.13 in view of which (4.10) holds for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω) if and only if∫
Iγ
(u ◦ γ)φ′ dL +
∫
Iγ
ϕ ◦ γ dµγ = 0
for any φ ∈ C10 (I). But this is equivalent to (u ◦ γ)′ = µγ in D ′(Iγ) (which, by definition, is
equivalent to (4.6)). Hence u◦γ ∈ BV (Iγ) and consequently there exists a constant c > 0 such that
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|u ◦ γ| < c a.e. on Iγ . Since γ is natural parametrization this means that |u(x)| < c for H 1-a.e.
x ∈ C. Hence (iii) is proved when γ is natural parametrization of C.
But if u ∈ L∞(H 1xC) then u ◦ γ ∈ L1(Iγ) for any Lipschitz parametrization of C, and hence
we can repeat our argument and apply Lemma 4.13 to (4.10). This completes the proof of (iii).
It remain to prove (iv). Since u ◦ γ ∈ BV (Iγ) there exist classical one-dimensional traces (uγ)±
of u ◦ γ (in a sense we mentioned in Remark 4.8). Then one can easily check that u± defined by
u± ◦ γ = (u ◦ γ)± are traces of u along (C,B).
Finally applying Vol’pert’s chain rule to u ◦ γ (see Proposition 4.6) we obtain that
β(u ◦ γ)′ = f((u ◦ γ)+, (u ◦ γ)−) · µγ in D ′(Iγ)
(where f is defined by (4.2)) which implies (4.7) in view of (iii).
Proof of Lemma 4.13. Let u : I → R be a BV function such that u′ = −µ in D ′(I). Then the
functional Λ can be written as
Λ(φ) =
∫ `
0
φ′αdL
where the function α ∈ L1(I) is given by α = a+ u.
If Λ(φ) 6= 0 for some φ ∈ C10 (I) then α′ 6= 0 in D ′(I). In view of Rademacher’s theorem there
exists a negligible set N ⊂ I such that for any t ∈ I \N there exists γ′(t) 6= 0. Since a.e. t ∈ I \N is
a point of L1 approximate continuity of α (with approximate limit α˜(t)) and α′ 6= 0 we can choose
t1, t2 ∈ I \N in such way that α1 := α˜(t1) 6= α(t2) =: α2 and 0 < t1 < t2 < `.
For given δ > 0 let Γ1 := γ([t1 + δ, t2 − δ]) and Γ2 := γ([0, t1 − δ] ∪ [t2 + δ, `]) (in case when
I = (0, `) we assume that the Lipschitz function γ is defined by continuity at 0 and `). Since γ is
injective the sets Γ1 and Γ2 are disjoint compacts in R2, there exists a function ψ1 ∈ C∞0 (R2) such
that ψ1 is 1 on Γ1, ψ1 is 0 on Γ2 and ‖∇ψ1‖∞ ≤ C/dist(Γ1,Γ2). We can also find ψ2 ∈ C∞0 (Ω) such
that ψ2 is 1 on Γ1 and ‖∇ψ2‖∞ ≤ dist(Γ1, ∂Ω) ≤ dist(γ([t1, t2]), ∂Ω). Then ψ := ψ1ψ2 ∈ C∞0 (Ω)
satisfies
• ψ is 1 on Γ1
• ψ is 0 on Γ2
• ‖∇ψ‖∞ ≤ C/dist(Γ1,Γ2)
provided that dist(Γ1,Γ2) < dist(γ([t1, t2], ∂Ω) which clearly is satisfied when δ < δ1 for some
sufficiently small δ1 > 0, since γ is Lipschitz.
The derivative of ψ ◦ γ is nonzero only on (ti− δ, ti + δ), i = 1, 2, therefore by construction of ψ
Λ(ψ ◦ γ) =
∫ t1+δ
t1−δ
α · (ψ ◦ γ)′ dt+
∫ t2+δ
t2−δ
α · (ψ ◦ γ)′ dt = α1 − α2 +R
where the “error term” R is given by
R :=
∫ t1+δ
t1−δ
(α(t)− α1)(ψ ◦ γ)′ dt+
∫ t2+δ
t2−δ
(α(t)− α2)(ψ ◦ γ)′ dt
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Since γ is Lipschitz and t1,2 are points of L
1-approximate continuity of α for any ε > 0 there
exists δε > 0 such that if δ < δε then
|R| ≤ ε‖∇ψ‖∞‖γ′‖∞δ ≤ Cε δ
dist(Γ1,Γ2)
(4.11)
in view of the definition of ψ. We claim that there exists c > 0 such that
dist(Γ1,Γ2) ≥ cδ (4.12)
when δ is sufficiently small. From (4.11) and (4.12) we immediately conclude that for any ξ > 0
there exists δ > 0 such that the function ψ constructed as described above satisfies
|Λ(ψ ◦ γ)| ≥ |α1 − α2| − ξ
which contradicts the assumptions about the functional Λ when ξ < |α1 − α2|.
It remains to prove the estimate (4.12).
Since Γ1 and Γ2 are compacts there exist t
′ ∈ γ−1(Γ1) and t′′ ∈ γ−1(Γ2) such that dist(Γ1,Γ2) =
|γ(t′)− γ(t′′)|. (Note that t′ and t′′ depend on δ.)
By definition of t1,2 the number s := min(|γ′(t1)|, |γ′(t2)|) is strictly positive and there exists
δ2 > 0 such that
|γ(ti + τ)− γ(ti)− γ′(ti)τ | < (s/2)τ (4.13)
for any τ ∈ R with |τ | < δ2, where i = 1, 2.
Since γ is injective there exists r > 0 such that for any t, τ ∈ I with |t − τ | ≥ δ2 we have
|γ(t)−γ(τ)| ≥ r. Therefore if |t′− t′′| ≥ δ2 then we have |γ(t′)−γ(t′′)| ≥ r, hence (4.12) is satisfied
with c = 1 provided that δ < δ3 := r.
Otherwise, if |t′−t′′| < δ2 then both t′ and t′′ have to belong to the same interval (ti−δ2, ti+δ2),
where i = 1, 2. Then in fact t′ ∈ (ti + δ, ti + δ2), t′′ ∈ (ti − δ2, ti − δ) and so 2δ ≤ |t′ − t′′| =
|t′ − ti|+ |t′′ − ti|. Using (4.13) we can estimate
|γ(t′)− γ(t′′)| ≥ s|t′ − t′′| − (s/2)|t′ − ti| − (s/2)|t′′ − ti| = (s/2)|t′ − t′′| ≥ sδ (4.14)
hence (4.12) is satisfied with c = s.
5 Disintegrations of measures and structure of level sets of
Lipschitz functions
In this section we present the main tools which we use later for analysis of steady nearly incom-
pressible vector fields. Using these tools in the next section we will reduce (1.8) to (4.5).
5.1 Disintegration theorems
Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open set. Recall that a family {µh}h∈R of Radon measures on Ω is called Borel if
for any continuous and compactly supported test function ϕ : Ω→ R the map h 7→ ∫ ϕdµh is Borel
measurable. The following proposition is a corollary of the well-known Disintegration Theorem (see
e.g. [13], §2.5):
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Proposition 5.1. Suppose that H : Ω → R is a Borel function, µ is a Radon measure on Ω and
ν is a non-negative Radon measure on R such that H#|µ|  ν. Then there exists a Borel family
{µh}h∈R of Radon measures on Ω such that
• µh is concentrated on the level set H−1(h) for every h ∈ R
• µ can be decomposed as
µ =
∫
R
µh dν(h)
which means that for any Borel set E ⊂ Ω we have µ(E) = ∫R µh(E) dν(h).
We will call the family {µh}h∈R from Proposition 5.1 a disintegration of µ with respect to
(H, ν). Such disintegration is unique in the following sense: if {µ¯h}h∈R is another disintegration
then µh = µ¯h for ν-a.e. h ∈ R.
When the function H is a Lipschitz function and µ = |∇H|L 2, we can characterize the disin-
tegration {µh}h∈R more precisely using the coarea formula (see e.g. [13], Theorem 2.93):
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that H : Ω→ R is a Lipschitz function with bounded support. Then
|∇H|L 2 =
∫
R
H 1xEh dh
where Eh denotes the level set H
−1(h).
5.2 Connected components
Later we will use a technical lemma, according to which any connected component of a compact set
can be in some sense separated from its complement by an appropriate sequence of test functions:
Lemma 5.3 (cf. [11], Section 2.8). If E ⊂ Rd is compact then for any connected component C of
E there exists a sequence (ϕn)n∈N ⊂ C∞0 (Rd) such that
1. 0 ≤ ϕn ≤ 1 on Rd and ϕn ∈ {0, 1} on E for all n ∈ N;
2. for any x ∈ C we have ϕn(x) = 1 for all n ∈ N;
3. for any x ∈ E \ C we have ϕn(x)→ 0 as n→∞;
4. for any n ∈ N we have supp∇ϕn ∩ E = ∅.
Though essentially this lemma is a corollary of the results from Section 2.8 of [11], we include
its elementary proof for convenience of the reader.
Proof. First we claim that for any x ∈ E \ C there exists a closed and open in E set Fx such that
• C ⊂ Fx;
• x ∈ E \ Fx.
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Indeed, let Cx denote the connected component of E such that x ∈ Cx. Since E is compact, C can
be written as an intersection of all closed and open in E sets F ⊂ E such that C ⊂ F (see [16],
Theorems 6.1.22 and 6.1.23). For any such set F either Cx ⊂ F or Cx ⊂ E \ F , because otherwise
we obtain contradiction with the fact that Cx is connected. If Cx ⊂ F for all such sets F then
Cx ⊂ C, which contradicts the assumption that x /∈ C and x ∈ Cx. Therefore x ∈ E \ F for at
least one closed and open in E set F = Fx such that C ⊂ F .
Now we can write C as the intersection
C =
⋂
x∈E\C
Fx.
Since E is closed, every set closed in E is closed. By Lindelo¨f’s Lemma there exists a countable
family {Fk}k∈N ⊂ {Fx | x ∈ E \ C} such that ∪x∈E\CE \ Fx = ∪k∈NE \ Fk or in other words
C = ∩k∈NFk.
Let us define Gn := ∪nk=1Fk, n ∈ N. By construction these sets are closed and open in E,
hence for any n we can write E as a union of two disjoint closed sets, one of which contains C:
E = Gn ∪ (E \Gn). Since Gn and E \Gn are closed and bounded for any n ∈ N we can construct
a function ϕn ∈ C∞0 (Rd) such that
• 0 ≤ ϕn ≤ 1 on Rd;
• ϕn(x) = 1 for any x ∈ Gn;
• ϕn(x) = 0 for any x ∈ E \Gn;
• supp∇ϕn ∩ E = ∅.
By construction of the sets Gn we have 1Gn(x)→ 1C(x) for any x ∈ E as n→∞, so the sequence
(ϕn)n∈N we constructed has the desired properties.
5.3 Structure of level sets of Lipschitz functions
Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a bounded open set. In this section, following [11], we characterize the structure
of the level sets of a Lipschitz function H : Ω → R. According to [11] such level sets essentially
consist of closed simple curves which can be parametrized by injective Lipschitz functions (see
Definition 4.1):
Theorem 5.4 (see [11], Theorem 2.5). Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open set and suppose that H : Ω→ R is
a Lipschitz function with bounded support. Then the following statements hold for a.e. h ∈ H(Ω):
1 the level set Eh := H
−1(h) is 1-rectifiable and H 1(Eh) < +∞;
2 for H 1-a.e. x ∈ Eh the function H is differentiable at x and ∇H(x) 6= 0;
3 Conn∗(Eh) is countable and H 1(Eh \ E∗h) = 0;
4 every C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) is an Ω-closed simple Lipschitz curve.
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Definition 5.5. We will say that h ∈ R is a regular value of H if the corresponding level set Eh
either is empty or satisfies the properties 1–4 of Theorem 5.4. In this case we will also call the level
set Eh regular.
Note that we consider empty level sets as regular only for brevity. This convention allows us to
summarize Theorem 5.4 as follows: for a.e. h ∈ R the corresponding level set H−1(h) is regular.
When Ω = R2 Theorem 5.4 was proved in [11]. For a generic open set Ω we will prove Theo-
rem 5.4 by reduction to this case using the following simple lemma:
Lemma 5.6. If E ⊂ Rd and Ω ⊂ Rd then I is a connected component of E ∩ Ω if and only if I is
a connected component of C ∩ Ω for some connected component C of E.
Proof. Suppose that I is a connected component of x in E ∩ Ω for some x ∈ E ∩ Ω. Let C denote
the connected component of x in E. Then I ⊂ C, since I is a connected subset of E (and I ⊂ Ω).
Let C ′ denote the connected component of x in C ∩ Ω. Then I ⊂ C ′, since I is a connected
subset of C (and I ⊂ Ω).
On the other hand C ′ is a connected subset of E and C ′ ⊂ Ω, so C ′ ⊂ I. Therefore I = C ′.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let Θ: R2 → R be a Lipshitz extension of H to R2 (see [13], Proposition
2.12) and let χ : R2 → R be a smooth function with compact support such that χ(x) = 1 for any
x ∈ suppH. Then the function G(x) := χ(x)Θ(x) is Lipschitz and has compact support, therefore
we can apply the original Theorem 2.5 from [11] for a.e. h ∈ R.
For any h ∈ R let Fh := G−1(h). Then Eh = Fh ∩Ω. By Theorem 2.5 from [11] the level set Fh
has the properties stated in Theorem 5.4.
Observe that the following implications hold:
1. if Fh is 1-rectifiable and H 1(Fh) < +∞ then Eh is 1-rectifiable and H 1(Eh) < +∞;
2. if G is differentiable H 1-a.e. on Fh then H is differentiable H 1-a.e. on Eh;
3. if Conn∗(Fh) is countable and every C ∈ Conn∗(Fh) is closed simple Lipschitz curve then any
C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) is an Ω-closed simple Lipschitz curve and Conn∗(Eh) is countable.
Only the last implication is not trivial, so let us prove it. Suppose that C ∈ Conn∗(Fh) is a closed
simple Lipschitz curve on R2. Suppose that γ : I → R2 is a Lipschitz parametrization of C, where
I = R/(LZ) and L > 0. Since C ∩ Ω is open in the induced topology on C, γ−1(C ∩ Ω) is open
in I. Since Iγ is one-dimensional, γ
−1(C ∩ Ω) is a countable union of disjoint open subsets of Iγ .
Image of any of these subsets under γ clearly is a simple Ω-closed Lipschitz curve.
By Lemma 5.6 any C ′ ∈ Conn∗(Fh ∩ Ω) is a connected component of C ∩ Ω for some C ∈
Conn∗(Fh). Therefore any C ′ ∈ Conn∗(Eh) is a simple Ω-closed Lipschitz curve and moreover
Conn∗(Eh) is countable, since Conn∗(Fh) is countable.
5.4 Monotone Lipschitz functions and regular level sets
In the proofs of some technical statments (related to measurability of the functions which we con-
struct) it will be convenient to decompose a Lipschitz function H into a sum of so-called monotone
ones. In this section we recall (without proof) a well-known result which generalizes the classical
one-dimensional Jordan’s decomposition.
We also prove in this Section some auxilliary results which will allow us later to reduce the case
of general Lipschitz function H to the case of monotone one.
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Definition 5.7. A Lipschitz function H : R2 → R is called monotone if the level sets H−1(h) are
connected for any h ∈ R.
Theorem 5.8 (see [17]). Suppose that H : R2 → R is compactly supported Lipschitz function. Then
there exists a countable family (Hi)i∈N of compactly supported monotone Lipschitz functions on R2
such that H =
∑∞
i=1Hi and for i 6= j the set {∇Hi 6= 0} ∩ {∇Hj 6= 0} is L 2-negligible.
6 Disintegration of the divergence equation with divergence-
free vector field in R2
Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open set. In this section we derive a new necessary and sufficient condition for a
bounded function u and a Radon measure µ to satisfy (1.8) in Ω with a divergence-free vector field
B. The core result of this section is Theorem 6.1, which links (1.8) with a family of equations (4.5)
along the level sets of the Lipschitz function H : Ω→ R such that B = ∇⊥H.
Using this criteria we prove existence of a disjoint set of trajectories of B which cover the set
Ω, up to a (|B|L 2 + |µ|)-negligible set. Our construction relies on the observation that the regular
level sets of the function H in fact are the integral curves of B (this result also extends to nearly
incompressible vector fields).
Applying Theorem 4.9 we prove that any solution u of (1.8) has bounded variation along these
trajectories, and therefore there exist classical traces u± of u along the integral curves of B. Finally,
we use the functions u± to solve the chain rule problem for divergence-free vector fields B. Namely,
we prove that for any measure Radon µ and β ∈ C1(R) there exists a Radon measure ν for which
(1.9) holds, ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ and the denisty of ν with respect to µ can
be characterized using the functions u±.
6.1 Reduction to equation on connected components of level sets
Instead of assuming that B is divergence-free here we will suppose directly that B = ∇⊥H for an
appropriate Lipschitz function. In case of simply connected domain clearly there is no difference
between these assumptions.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that B : Ω→ R2 is a bounded vector field such that
B = ∇⊥H a.e. in Ω (6.1)
for some Lipschitz function H : Ω → R with bounded support. Suppose that µ is a Radon measure
on Ω. Let σµ denote a Radon measure on R such that σµ ⊥ L 1 and H#|µ|  L 1 + σµ. Let
{µh}h∈R be a disintegration of µ with respect to (H,L 1 + σµ). Then u ∈ L1(|B|L 2) solves (1.8)
if and only if
(1) for a.e. h ∈ R
(1a) |µh|(Eh \ E∗h) = 0, where Eh := H−1(h);
(1b) for any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) which is closed simple curve we have
div
(
u
B
|B|H
1xC
)
= µhxC in D ′(Ω) (6.2)
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(2) for σµ-a.e. h we have µh = 0.
Before proving this theorem we would like to note the following corollary:
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that B and H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.1. Then there exists
a negligible set N ⊂ R such that
• F := {C | C ∈ Conn∗(Eh), h ∈ R \N} is a disjoint family of trajectories of B
• F := ∪C∈FC is Borel and L 2({B 6= 0} \ F ) = 0
Moreover, if u ∈ L1(|B|L 2) and Radon measure µ satisfy (1.8) then (|B|L 2 + |µ|)(Ω \ F ) = 0.
Proof. By definition of B we have divB = 0 hence u ≡ 1 solves (1.8). Therefore by Theorem 6.1
there exists a negligible set N ⊂ R such that any h ∈ R \N the level set Eh := H−1(h) is regular
and any nontrivial connected component C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) is an Ω-closed simple Lipschitz curve
which satisfies
div
(
B
|B|H
1xC
)
= 0.
By Theorem 4.9 for any such C there exists a Lipschitz parametrization γ : [0, `] → R2 of C such
that (4.4) holds with σγ ≡ 1. Then it is possible to redefine the function γ in such a way that it
will satisfy (1.16). This was proved in [10] (see Lemma 2.11), but for convenience of the reader let
us recall the argument.
Since 1/|B| ∈ L1(|B|L 2), by Proposition 5.2 for a.e. h ∈ R we have |B(x)| 6= 0 for H 1-
a.e. x ∈ Eh and 1/|B| ∈ L1(H 1xEh). Hence without loss of generality we can assume that
1/|B| ∈ L1(H 1xC). On the other hand by Proposition 4.4 we have γ#(|γ′|L ) = H 1xC and by
(4.4) |γ′| = 1 a.e. on (0, `). Therefore 1/|B ◦ γ| ∈ L1(0, `).
Since the function f := |B◦γ| is strictly positive a.e. on (0, `) and 1/f is integrable, the function
F (t) :=
∫ t
0
dξ
f(ξ) is strictly increasing and it maps [0, `] to [0, L], where L := F (`). Hence there exists
a strictly increasing inverse function τ := F−1 which maps [0, L] to [0, `].
Let M ⊂ [0, `] denote a negligible set such that any t ∈ [0, `] \M is a Lebesgue point of f and
f(t) 6= 0. Since F#(F ′L x[0, `]) = L x[0, L], the set F (M) ⊂ [0, L] is also negligible. Therefore for
a.e. t ∈ [0, L] there exists
τ ′(t) = f(τ(t)) > 0.
Since f is bounded, the function τ is Lipschitz. Finally we remark that τ satisfies the classical
Barrow’s formula t =
∫ τ(t)
0
dξ
f(ξ) for any t ∈ [0, L].
Now when the function τ is constructed we can compute
γ˜′(t) = γ′(τ(t)) · τ ′(t) = B(γ(τ(t))) = B(γ˜(t))
for a.e. t ∈ (0, τ−1(`)).
Let F := {C | C ∈ Conn∗(Eh), h ∈ R \N}. Since connected components of level sets are pair-
wise disjoint, the family F is disjoint. Since elements of F are integral curves of B, we conclude
that F is a disjoint family of trajectories of B.
Let E denote the union of all connected the components C of the level sets of H such that
H 1(C) > 0. By Proposition 6.1 from [11] the set E is Borel. Therefore the set F = E \H−1(N)
is Borel, since N can always be chosen to be Borel.
Finally by Theorem 6.1 we have
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• H 1(Eh \ E∗h) = 0 for a.e. h ∈ R hence by Coarea formula (|B|L 2)(Ω \ F ) = 0;
• |µh|(Eh \ E∗h) = 0 for a.e. h ∈ R;
• in fact (2) implies H#|µ|  L 1, hence |µ|xH−1(N) = 0.
Therefore |µ|(Ω \ F ) = 0.
The theorem above implies existence of disjoint family of trajectories of nearly incompressible
vector fields in view of the following remark:
Remark 6.3. The elements of F also are the trajectories of rB for any function r : Ω→ R such that
0 < C1 ≤ r ≤ C2 a.e. in Ω for some constants C1 and C2.
Indeed, one only has to appropriately reparametrize each connected component C ∈ Conn∗(Eh).
To do this it is sufficient to construct a function τ as in the proof above, setting f := r(γ)|B(γ)|
instead of f = |B(γ)|.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We first prove that “if” part of the theorem.
Step 1. The distributional formulation of (1.8) reads as∫
Ω
uB · ∇φdL 2 +
∫
Ω
φdµ = 0 (6.3)
for any φ ∈ C∞0 (Ω). Using mollifiers and passing to the limit in (6.3) we can prove that (6.3) holds
also for any compactly supported φ ∈ Lip(Ω). Therefore we can consider the test functions φ of
the form φ(x) = ϕ(x)ψ(H(x)), where ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω) and ψ ∈ C∞0 (R). Since B · ∇H = 0 a.e., for such
test functions (6.3) takes the form∫
Ω
uψ(H)B · ∇ϕdL 2 +
∫
Ω
ψ(H)ϕdµ = 0. (6.4)
Now we disintegrate the measure |B|L 2 using the coarea formula (see Proposition 5.2) and the
measure µ using Proposition 5.1:
|B|L 2 =
∫
R
H 1xEh dh,
µ =
∫
R
µh dh+
∫
R
µh dσ(h),
where Eh denotes the level set H
−1(h). Then we can rewrite (6.4) as∫
R
(∫
Eh
u
B
|B| · ∇ϕdH
1 +
∫
Eh
ϕdµh
)
ψ(h) dh+
∫
R
(∫
Eh
ϕdµh
)
ψ(h) dσ(h) = 0. (6.5)
Step 2. Since σ ⊥ L 1 and (6.5) holds for any ψ ∈ C∞0 (R) we deduce that for L 1-a.e. h ∈ R∫
Eh
u
B
|B| · ∇ϕdH
1 +
∫
Eh
ϕdµh = 0 (6.6)
and for σ-a.e. h ∈ R ∫
Eh
ϕdµh = 0. (6.7)
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Let Nϕ ⊂ R denote the negligible set such that (6.6) holds for all h ∈ R \Nϕ. Note that in general
Nϕ depends on the choice of ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω). However we can repeat the above computations for a
countable set of functions of the form ϕ ∈ {χkϕm}k,m∈N where {ϕm}m∈N is dense in C1(Ω) and
{χk}k∈N ⊂ C∞0 (Ω) are cutoff functions such that for any compact K ⊂ Ω there exists kK such that
χk = 1 in a neighborhood of K for all k ≥ kK . Then the set N := ∪m∈NNϕm is still negligible, and
(6.6) holds for any h ∈ R \N for all ϕ ∈ ∪m∈Nϕm. Passing to the limit in (6.6) we conclude that
for any h ∈ R \N the equation (6.6) holds for all ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω). The same argument applies to (6.7).
Step 3. Now are going to argue as in [10] (see Lemma 3.8) and deduce from (6.6) that for every
nontrivial connected component C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) of the level set Eh we have∫
C
u
B
|B| · ∇ϕdH
1 +
∫
C
ϕdµh = 0. (6.8)
Indeed, fix ϕ ∈ C10 (Ω) and let us prove that (6.6) implies (6.8). For any (Borel) subset A ⊂ Eh
let us denote
ΦA(ψ) :=
∫
A
(ψϕ) dµh +
∫
A
ub · ∇(ψϕ) 1|ρb| dH
1 +
∫
A
ub · ∇(ψϕ) dηh. (6.9)
We know that ΦEh(ψ) = 0 for any ψ ∈ C1(R2), and we need to prove that ΦC(1) = 0.
Let G denote a compactly supported Lipschitz extension of H to R2, constructed as in the proof
of Theorem 5.4. Let D denote the connected component of the level set Fh :=
{
x ∈ R2 ∣∣ G(x) = h}
such that C is a connected component of D∩Ω (see Lemma 5.6). Since G is Lipschitz and compactly
supported, Fh is compact (without loss of generality we assume that h 6= 0). Therefore we can use
Lemma 5.3 to construct a sequence (ϕn)n∈N ⊂ C∞0 (R2) such that ϕn = 1 on D, ϕn(x) → 0 as
n→∞ for any x ∈ Fh \D and Fh ∩ supp∇ϕn = ∅ for any n ∈ N. By (6.6) we have ΦFh(ϕnψ) = 0
for any n ∈ N, hence passing to the limit as n→∞ we obtain
ΦD(ψ) = 0.
C
D
Ω
Figure 6: Level sets of H and G.
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If D = C then (6.8) holds (one can simply take ψ ≡ 1). Suppose that D 6= C. In this case
repeating the argument from the proof of Theorem 5.4 one can show that there exist a Lipschitz
parametrization γ : Iγ → R2 of D and an open interval J ⊂ Iγ such that J 6= Iγ and C = γ(J).
(Here Iγ = R/(LZ) for some L > 0.)
Let K := suppϕ. Since C is closed in the induced topology of Ω and K ⊂ Ω is compact, C ∩K
is compact. Since γ is continuous and injective γ(Iγ \ J) is closed. Therefore, since C ∩ K and
γ(Iγ \ J) are disjoint compacts, we can find ψ ∈ C∞0 (R2) such that ψ = 1 on C ∩K and ψ = 0 on
γ(Iγ \ J). Since D ∩K = (γ(Iγ \ J) ∩K) ∪ (C ∩K) we have
ΦC(1) = ΦC∩K(1) = ΦD∩K(ψ) = ΦD(ψ) = 0
which concludes the proof of (6.8).
Step 4. By Theorem 5.4 for a.e. h ∈ R we have H 1(Eh \ E∗h) = 0, hence from (6.6) and (6.8)
we can deduce that
∫
Eh\E∗h ϕµh = 0. Since ϕ is arbitrary this implies that µhx(Eh \ E
∗
h) = 0.
It remains to prove the “only if” part of the theorem.
Let us compute the left-hand side F (φ) of (6.3) for a given test function φ ∈ C∞0 (Ω). Repeating
the computations from Step 1 we can see that F (φ) equals to the left-hand side of (6.5) with ϕ ≡ φ
and ψ ≡ 1. Hence to prove that F (φ) = 0 it suffices to prove that the equality (6.5) holds.
In order to prove (6.5) it suffices to prove that (6.6) holds for a.e. h ∈ R. (We can assume that
σ = 0 in view of our assumptions.)
By Theorem 5.4 for a.e. h ∈ R the set Conn∗(Eh) is countable and H 1(Eh \ E∗h) = 0. By our
assumptions moreover µhx(Eh \ E∗h) = 0 for a.e. h ∈ R. Therefore (6.8) implies (6.6).
6.2 Traces and chain rule for incompressible vector fields
In this section we combine Theorems 6.1 and 4.9 and prove that for a.e. h ∈ R for any nontrivial
connected component C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) of the level set Eh := H−1(h) the solution u of (1.8) has traces
u± along C. Then we use these functions u± to solve the chain rule problem for the divergence
operator. Namely, we prove that div(β(u)B) is (represented by) a Radon measure ν such that
ν  µ and the density of ν with respect to µ is a function of u+ and u−.
Existence of such functions u± for every fixed C is a rather straightforward implication of
Theorems 6.1 and 4.9. However the technical difficulty here is to show that these traces can be seen
as restrictions to C of some Borel functions defined in Ω (which, of course, are independent of C).
These functions formally are defined as follows:
Definition 6.4. Suppose that B : Ω → R is a bounded vector field which satisfies (6.1) for some
Lipschitz function H : Ω→ R with bounded support. Suppose that u : Ω→ R is Borel function.
We say that Borel function u+ : Ω → R is (positive) trace of u along B in Ω if for a.e. h ∈ R
for any C ∈ Conn∗(H−1(h)) there exists a trace u+C,B of u along (C,B) and u+(x) = u+C,B(x) for
any x ∈ C. The trace u− : Ω→ R is defined analogously.
Remark 6.5. In view of Theorem 5.4 if u+ and uˆ+ are traces of u along B then u+ = uˆ+ for
|B|L 2-a.e. x ∈ Ω. In other words, the traces u± (if they exist) are defined up to |B|L 2-negligible
subset of Ω. We will show that the traces exist when div(uB) = µ for some Radon measure µ, and
in this case the traces will be defined up to (|B|L 2 + |µ|)-negligible sets.
Remark 6.6. It would be interesting to extend definition of traces to ∂Ω, and develop the theory
of initial-boundary value problem, but this goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
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The following theorem is the main result of this section:
Theorem 6.7. Suppose that B : Ω → R2 is a bounded vector field which satisfies (6.1) for some
Lipschitz function H : Ω → R with bounded support. Suppose that Radon measures µi on Ω and
functions ui ∈ L1(|B|L 2) satisfy
div(uiB) = µi in D
′(Ω) (6.10)
for i = 1, 2, ...,m. Then ui has traces u
±
i : Ω→ R along B (see Definition 6.4).
Moreover, let u = (u1, . . . , um) and µ = (µ1, . . . , µm). Then for any bounded β ∈ C1(Rm) with
bounded ∇β the function β(u) has traces along B which are given by
β(u)± = β(u±) (6.11)
and β(u) satisfies (1.9) with
ν = f(u+, u−) · µ (6.12)
where f is given by (4.2).
Remark 6.8. The functions u± can be interpreted as the traces of u along the trajectories of B (see
Remark 6.3).
Remark 6.9. In view of Theorem 6.2 if u solves (1.8) and u+ and uˆ+ are traces of u along B then
u+(x) = uˆ+(x) for (|B|L 2 + |µ|)-a.e. x ∈ Ω. In other words, the traces of solutions of (1.8) are
defined up to (|B|L 2 + |µ|)-negligible sets. Moreover, in case of system (6.10) for each i the traces
u±i are defined up to (|B|L 2 + |µ1|+ ...+ |µm|)-negligible sets.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Step 1. Using Theorem 6.1 as a necessary condition we can find a negligible
set N ⊂ R such that for any h ∈ R \N the statements (1a) and (1b) of Theorem 6.1 hold.
By Theorem 4.9 for any h ∈ R \ N for any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) there exist traces u±C of u along
(C,B) (see Definition 4.3) such that (4.7) holds.
Step 2. Since the connected components of E∗h are pairwise disjoint and Eh∩Eh′ = ∅ for h 6= h′
for any x ∈ E := ∪h∈R\NE∗h there exist unique h = h(x) and Cx ∈ Conn∗(Eh) such that x ∈ Cx.
Therefore we can define
u±(x) := u±Cx(x). (6.13)
We claim that there exists a L 1-negligible set Nˆ ⊂ R such that on E \H−1(Nˆ) the functions
u± defined by (6.13) agree with some Borel function uˆ±. For convenience of the reader we present
the proof of this technical fact in the Appendix.
In view of the point (2) of Theorem 6.1 we have |µ|(H−1(Nˆ)) = 0. On the other hand by coarea
formula |B|L 2(H−1(Nˆ)) = 0. Hence the equality u± = uˆ± holds (|B|L 2 + |µ|)-a.e. and without
loss of generality we can assume that u± are Borel.
Step 3. Since∇β is continuous and bounded and the functions u± are Borel we have f(u+, u−) ∈
L∞(|µ|) and hence ν defined by (6.12) is finite Radon measure. Then we can apply Theorems 6.1
and 4.9 as sufficient conditions to conclude that div(β(u)B) = ν.
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7 Chain rule for steady nearly incompressible vector fields
In this section we solve the chain rule problem for nearly incompressible vector fields by reducing
it to the case of incompressible ones, which we considered in the previous section. Our main result
is the following:
Theorem 7.1. Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a simply connected open set. Suppose that B ∈ L∞(Ω;R2) has
bounded support and u ∈ L∞(Ω). Suppose that there exists ρ ∈ L∞(Ω) such that ρ 6= 0 a.e. in Ω
and ρ satisfies (1.5). Suppose that λ and µ are Radon measures on Ω and (1.7) and (1.8) hold.
Then there exist bounded functions u± : Ω→ R such that for any β ∈ C1(R) the Radon measure ν
given by (1.14) satisfies (1.9).
Remark 7.2. By (1.15a) and (1.15b) the measure ν is always absolutely continuous with respect to
|λ|+ |µ|.
Remark 7.3. When u is not bounded but belongs to L1(Ω) the theorem still holds if β is bounded
and has compactly supported derivative.
Proof. Let us denote A := ρB. Clearly we have divA = 0.
Since A⊥ is curl-free and Ω is simply connected there exists2 a function H ∈ Lip(Ω) such that
A⊥ = −∇H, or, equivalently, A = ∇⊥H. Such H is unique up to an additive constant, which is
uniquely determined by the condition
∫
H dx = 0.
Let us introduce r := 1/ρ and v := u/ρ. Observe that r, v ∈ L1(|A|L 2) and moreover
div(rA) = λ,
div(vA) = µ.
Let r± and v± denote the traces of r and v given by Theorem 6.7. Let u± := v±/r±. Since u
is bounded and v = ρu the functions u± also are bounded (here we use Theorem 5.4 because u can
be unbounded on some L 2-negligible set).
Since β ∈ C1 and u is bounded, we have∣∣∣∣β(u+)− β(u−)u+ − u−
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C,∣∣∣∣u+β(u−)− u−β(u+)u+ − u−
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣β(u−) + u− β(u−)− β(u+)u+ − u−
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
where C > 0 depends only on ‖u‖∞ and ‖β‖C1([−‖u‖∞,‖u‖∞]). Similarly, |β(u±) − u±β′(u±)| ≤ C
and |β′(u±)| ≤ C. Hence the functions (1.15a) and (1.15b) are bounded, therefore ν defined by
(1.14) is absolutely continuous with respect to |λ|+ |µ|.
Now when ν is constructed it remains to show that ν satisfies (1.9), which is equivalent to
div(rβ(u)A) = ν.
In view of Theorems 6.1 and 4.9 it is sufficient to prove that for a.e. h ∈ R for any C ∈
Conn∗(H−1(h)) we have
(rβ(u))′ = ν (7.1)
2this can be proved by reduction to the smooth case using mollified vector fields and passage to the limit using
Arzela-Ascoli theorem
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in D ′(C, γ) for any Lipschitz parametrization γ of the curve C.
On the other hand by Theorems 6.1 and 4.9 there exists a negligible set N ⊂ R such that for
any h ∈ R \N and any C ∈ Conn∗(H−1(h)) we have
r′ = λ, (ru)′ = µ (7.2)
inD ′(C, γ). Therefore it is sufficient to prove that (7.2) implies (7.1) for any fixed C ∈ Conn∗(H−1(h))
for any h ∈ R \N .
Let us fix some Lipschitz parametrization γ of C. For brevity we will denote u ◦ γ, u± ◦ γ, ρ ◦ γ,
r ◦ γ, γ−1# µxC, γ−1# λxC and γ−1# νxC simply by u, u±, ρ, r, µ, λ and ν respectively. Then (7.1) and
(7.2) hold in D ′(I), where I is the domain of γ.
In view of (7.2) the functions r and ru belong to BV (I). By our assumptions |ρ| is bounded
from above, hence |r| is bounded from below (a.e. on I). Then by Vol’pert’s chain rule (see e.g.
[13], Theorem 3.96) we have ρ ∈ BV (I). Consequently (again by Vol’pert’s chain rule) u = (ru) · ρ
also belongs to BV (I).
Now we expand the left-hand sides of (7.1) and (7.2) using Vol’pert’s chain rule.
We first consider the diffuse part :
λd = (r′)d,
µd = u˜(r′)d + r˜(u′)d,
[(rβ(u))′]d = β(u˜)(r′)d + r˜β′(u˜)(u′)d.
(Here u˜(t) and r˜(t) denote the limits of u and r at continuity point t ∈ I.) Subtracting from the
third equation the second one multiplied by β′(u˜) and the first one multiplied by (β(u˜) − u˜β′(u˜))
we obtain that [(rβ(u))′]d = (β(u˜)− u˜β′(u˜))λd + β′(u˜)µd. On the other hand by definition of ν we
have νd = (β(u˜)− u˜β′(u˜))λd + β′(u˜)µd. Therefore
νd = [(rβ(u))′]d. (7.3)
Now let us consider the jump part :
λj =
(
r+ − r−)H 0,
µj =
(
r+u+ − r−u−)H 0,
[(rβ(u))′]j =
(
r+β(u+)− r−β(u−))H 0.
Let Ju denote the jump set of u. From the equations above we have
(u+ − u−)[(rβ(u))′]j = (u+β(u−)− u−β(u+))λj + (β(u+)− β(u−))µj .
On the other hand by definition of ν
νjxJu =
u+β(u−)− u−β(u+)
u+ − u− λ
jxJu +
β(u+)− β(u−)
u+ − u− µ
jxJu.
Therefore νjxJu = [(rβ(u))′]jxJu. It remains to check that νjx(Ju)c = [(rβ(u))′]jx(Ju)c, where
(Ju)
c = I \ Ju.
Observe that
u˜λjx(Ju)c = µjx(Ju)c (7.4)
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therefore
[(rβ(u))′]jx(Ju)c = β(u˜)λjx(Ju)c = (β(u˜)− u˜β′(u˜))λjx(Ju)c + β′(u˜)µjx(Ju)c
hence νjx(Ju)c = [(rβ(u))′]jx(Ju)c and we conclude that
νj = [(rβ(u))′]j . (7.5)
By (7.3) and (7.5) we have ν = (rβ(u))′ which completes the proof.
Remark 7.4. Assumptions of Theorem 7.1 allow ρ to take both positive and negative values.
In order to demonstrate what happens in this case for simplicity let us consider a vector field
B : R → R given by B(x) := sign(x) and a function u(x) := c, x ∈ R, where c ∈ R is a constant.
Then µ := div(uB) = (uB)′ = 2cδ and λ := divB = 2δ, where δ is the Dirac delta. Clearly the
function ρ(x) := sign(x) satisifies div(ρB) = 0 in D ′(R). Since evidently u+ = u− = c by (1.15a)
and (1.15b) we have f1(u
+, u−) = β(c)− cβ′(c), f0(u+, u−) = β′(c) and therefore (1.14) reads as
ν = (β(c)− cβ′(c))λ+ β′(c)µ
= (β(c)− cβ′(c))2δ + β′(c)2cδ = 2β(c)δ
so indeed div(β(u)B) = ν, as Theorem 7.1 would predict. Cleary a similar phenomenon can occur
in dimension 2.
Remark 7.5. Suppose that λ, µ and ν satisfy (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9). Since the measures µ and ν in
general are not mutually singular, the functions g0 and g1 such that ν = g0λ+ g1µ are not defined
in a unique way.
For instance, in the example from the previous remark we could have written both ν = β(c)λ
and ν = β(c)c µ provided that c 6= 0. This shows that non-uniqueness of g0 and g1 is related to the
cancellation property (7.4).
We would like also to demonstrate that another such pair (g0, g1) could be constructed directly
using Theorem 6.7. Let us denote w := (r, v). By Theorem 6.7 there exist functions w± = (r±, v±)
such that for any bounded α ∈ C1(R2) with bounded derivatives the measure
νˆ = g0(w
±)λ+ g1(w±)µ
satisfies
div(α(w)A) = νˆ,
where
g0(w
+, w−) :=
∫ 1
0
∂rα(tw
+ + (1− t)w−) dt,
g1(w
+, w−) :=
∫ 1
0
∂vα(tw
+ + (1− t)w−) dt.
We would like to take α(r, v) := rβ(v/r), because then α(1/ρ, u/ρ) = β(u) and hence
ν = div(β(u)B) = div(rβ(u)ρB) = div(rβ(u)A) = div(rβ(v/r)A) = div(α(r, v)A) = νˆ.
Note that α is not C1, but this difficulty can be overcome using appropriate approximations of β.
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However one can notice that
g1(w
+, w−) =
∫ 1
0
β′
(
r+u+t+ r−u−(1− t)
r+t+ r−(1− t)
)
dt
is (in general) different from
f1(u
+, u−) =
β(u+)− β(u−)
u+ − u− .
Indeed, when u+ = r+ = 2 and u− = r− = 1 we have g1(w+, w−) = β′(2) while f1(u+, u−) =
β(2)− β(1).
7.1 Analysis of the discontinuity set revisited
In this section we turn back to the vector field B constructied in Theorem 3.9 and study it from
the viewpoint of Theorem 7.1. We discuss the chain rule problem for this B and characterize the
error term σ in (1.12).
Let Ω, ρ and B be as in Theorem 3.9. We define u := ρ. Clearly this function u solves (1.8)
with µ = 0. Since B ∈ BV (Ω) we can define the measure λ by (1.7). Moreover, by Lemma 3.6 we
have λa = λj = 0 and λc 6= 0 is concentrated on the set S defined by (3.14).
In view of the results of [8] (see Theorems 3, 4 and 7) for any β ∈ C1(R) there exist Radon
measure ν such that (1.9) holds and ν satisfies (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12). Since µ = 0, λa = λj = 0
and λc is concentrated on S, the equations (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) take the form
νa = νj = 0, νc = σxSu + (β(u˜)− u˜β′(u˜))λcx(S \ Su).
(Recall that u˜(x) denotes the approximate L1 limit of u at x.) By Theorem 3.9 the set Su coincides
with S up to a |λc|-negligible set, hence
ν = νc = σ.
In view of Lemma 3.12 (see also Section 3.4) and Theorem 7.1 the functions
u+(x) :=
{
1, x ∈ ρ−1(1);
2, x ∈ S ∪ ρ−1(2),
u−(x) :=
{
1, x ∈ S ∪ ρ−1(1);
2, x ∈ ρ−1(2)
are the traces of u along B (recall Definition 6.4). Then by (1.15a)
f0(u
+(x), u−(x)) =
{
β′(u(x)), x /∈ S;
2β(1)− β(2), x ∈ S
and therefore by Theorem 7.1 we have
ν = (2β(1)− β(2))λ. (7.6)
Since ν = σ the formula (7.6) completely characterizes the term σ.
Finally, using Theorem 3.9 and results of [8] it is possible to provide an alternative proof of the
last claim of Theorem 3.9:
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Proposition 7.6. The set Su coincides with S up to a |λc|-negligible set.
Proof. Since Su ⊂ S we need to prove that |λ|(S \ Su) = 0 (recall that λ = λc). If x ∈ S is a point
of L1 approximate continuity of u then either u˜(x) = 1 or u˜(x) = 2, because u takes only values
1 and 2 (see page 17 for the details). Let Si denote the set of points x ∈ S such that ∃u˜(x) = i,
i = 1, 2. By (1.12) (see Theorem 7 in [8]) we have
νxS1 = (β(1)− β′(1))λxS1.
On the other hand applying Theorem 7.1 we obtain (7.6) which implies that
νxS1 = (2β(1)− β(2))λxS1.
Taking for instance β(u) = u2 we obtain a contradiction unless |λ|(S1) = 0. The same way one
proves that |λ|(S2) = 0.
8 Renormalization property of steady nearly incompressible
vector fields
In this section we consider transport equation (1.1) with steady nearly incompressible vector fields.
Though the chain rule problem for such vector fields can be solved using Theorem 7.1, the near
incompressibility assumption is still to weak to guarantee uniqueness of weak solutions of (1.1)
(recall for instance the well-known DePauw’s counterexample [18]). Therefore one has to require
some extra regularity of B.
We show that if B has, in addition, bounded variation, then uniqueness of weak solutions of
(1.1) holds. Our results rely on the framework developed in [10], according to which uniqueness of
weak solutions of (1.1) with vector field of the form A = ∇⊥H holds if and only if the function H
has so-called weak Sard property. In this section we extend this framework to nearly incompressible
vector fields B, for which we introduce the function H by ρB = ∇⊥H. We prove that if B is nearly
incompressible and has bounded variation then H has the weak Sard property and, consequently,
weak solutions of (1.1) with this B are unique.
Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open set.
Definition 8.1. We say that H ∈ Lip(Ω) has the weak Sard property if
H#L
2x {∇H = 0} ⊥ L 1.
(Note that the property defined above is slightly stronger than the original weak Sard property
introduced in [11].)
When A = ∇⊥H and H has the weak Sard property, transport equation (1.1) is equivalent to
a family of one-dimensional transport equations along the level sets of H:
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that H : Ω→ R is a Lipschitz function with compact support and A : Ω→
R2 is a bounded vector field such that A = ∇⊥H a.e. in Ω. Suppose that η : Ω → R is a bounded
function and T > 0. If H has the weak Sard property then a bounded function u : (0, T )× Ω→ R2
solves
∂t(ηu) + div(uA) = 0 (8.1)
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in D ′((0, T )× Ω) if and only for a.e. x ∈ {A = 0} we have ∂tu(t, x) = 0 in D ′((0, T )) and for a.e.
h ∈ R for any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) (which is closed simple curve) we have
∂t(ηγuγ) + ∂suγ = 0 (8.2)
in D ′((0, T )× Iγ), where γ : Iγ → Ω is a Lipschitz parametrization of C which satisfies γ′ = A ◦ γ
a.e. on Iγ , ηγ := η ◦ γ and uγ(t, s) := u(t, γ(s)).
Proof. Since for η ≡ 1 and Ω = R2 this result was proved in [10] we only sketch the proof in order
to show the connection with the chain rule problem. Suppose that Ψ ⊂ C10 ((0, T )) is a countable
dense set and let us fix ψ ∈ Ψ. Let v : Ω → R and w : Ω → R denote Borel functions such that
v(x) =
∫
R u(τ, x)ψ(τ) dτ and w(x) =
∫
R u(τ, x)ψ
′(τ) dτ for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Clearly (8.1) holds if and
only if
− ηw + div(vA) = 0 (8.3)
in D ′(Ω) for any ψ ∈ Ψ.
Let us decompose µ := ηwL 2 as µ = µ1 + µ2, where
µ1 :=
η
|A|w|A|L
2x{∇H 6= 0}, µ2 := ηwL 2x{∇H = 0}.
We can disintegrate with respect to H the first term using the coarea formula:
η
|A|w|A|L
2x{∇H 6= 0} =
∫
R
η
|A|wH
1xH−1(h) dh
i.e.
H#µ1  L 1.
On the other hand by weak Sard property
H#µ2 ⊥ L 1.
Therefore by Theorem 6.1 equation (8.3) holds if and only if µ2 = 0 and
div
(
v
A
|A|H
1xC
)
=
η
|A|wH
1xC (8.4)
holds for any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) (which is closed simple curve) for a.e. h ∈ R. (Here we use the fact that
Ψ is countable.) Note that by coarea formula A(x) 6= 0 for H 1-a.e. x ∈ C and 1/|A| ∈ L 1(H 1xC)
(for a.e. h ∈ R). By Theorem 4.9 (8.4) holds if and only if for any parametrization γ : Iγ → Ω of
C which satisfies γ′ = A ◦ γ a.e. on Iγ we have
∂s(v ◦ γ) = (η ◦ γ)(w ◦ γ)
in D ′(Iγ). Here we used that by Proposition 4.4 we have H 1xC = γ#(|γ′|L ) and on the other
hand |γ′| = |A ◦ γ| a.e. on Iγ .
It turns out that one-dimensional equation (8.2) has the renormalization property:
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Lemma 8.3. Suppose that I is an open interval or a circle, T > 0 and η ∈ L∞(I). If u : (0, T )×I →
R solves
∂t(ηu) + ∂su = 0
in D ′((0, T )× I) then for any β ∈ C1(R) we have
∂t(ηβ(u)) + ∂sβ(u) = 0.
Proof. Let uε(·, x) := ωε ∗ u(·, x) denote the mollification of u with respect to time t. Then
∂t(ηu)
ε + ∂su
ε = 0
in D ′((ε, T − ε)× I). Since η does not depend on time we can write
η∂tu
ε + ∂su
ε = 0
and therefore for a.e. t ∈ (ε, T − ε) the function s 7→ uε(t, s) is Lipschitz, since η is bounded.
Therefore
∂sβ(u
ε) = β′(uε)∂suε = −ηβ′(uε)∂tuε = −η∂tβ(uε) = −∂t(ηβ(uε))
and it remains to pass to the limit as ε→ 0.
The core result of this section is the following:
Theorem 8.4. Suppose that Ω is simply connected and B : Ω → R2 is a bounded BV vector field
with bounded support. Suppose that ρ ∈ L∞(Ω) satisfies (1.5) in D ′(Ω) and ρ 6= 0 a.e. in Ω. Then
there exists a Lipschitz function H : Ω → R with bounded support such that (1.17) holds a.e. in Ω
and H has the weak Sard property.
Before proving this theorem let us recall some auxilliary facts. Given a point x ∈ Ω a number
k ∈ N ∪ {0} and a function f : Ω → R we will write f ∈ tk,1(x) if there exists a polynomial px on
R2 of order less or equal than k such that
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
|f(y)− px(y)| dy = o(rk)
as r → 0. (If such polynomial exists, clearly it is unique.) We also denote the polynomial px as
P kx [f ] to indicate the function f which is approximated by px.
Given a subset E ⊂ Ω we write f ∈ tk,1(E) if for any x ∈ E we have f ∈ tk,1(x).
Lemma 8.5. Let x ∈ Ω. Suppose that f ∈ t1,1(x) ∩W 1,1(Ω) and ∇f ∈ t1,1(x). Then f ∈ t2,1(x)
and ∇yP 2x [f ](y) = P 1x [f ](y) for any y ∈ R2.
Proof. Since f ∈ t1,1(x), the point x is a point of L1 approximate continuity of f . Hence there
exists L1 approximate limit f˜(x) of f at x. Since ∇f ∈ t1,1(x) there exists a first order polynomial
px = px(y) such that
α(r) :=
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
|∇f(y)− px(y)| dy = o(r).
Let us define the second order polynomial qx = qx(y) by
qx(y) := f˜(x) +
∫ 1
0
〈px(ty + (1− t)x), y − x〉 dt.
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For a.e. y ∈ Br(x) we have
f(y)− f˜(x) =
∫ 1
0
〈(∇f)(ty + (1− t)x), y − x〉 dt
(this can be proved using standard mollifiers and multiplication by test function). Therefore
β(r) :=
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
|f(y)− qx(y)| dy
≤ 1
r2
∫
Br(x)
∫ 1
0
|(∇f(ty + (1− t)x))− px(ty + (1− t)x)| · |y − x| dt dy
≤ r
∫ 1
0
1
r2
∫
Brt(x)
|∇f(z)− px(z)| 1
t2
dz dt = r
∫ 1
0
α(rt) dt.
Since for any ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that 0 ≤ α(r) < εr for all r ∈ (0, δ), we also have∫ 1
0
α(rt) dt < ε
∫ 1
0
rt dt =
ε
2
r
so we conclude that β(r) = o(r2).
Proof of Theorem 8.4. In the proof of Theorem 7.1 we have already demonstrated existence of a
Lipschitz function for which (1.17) holds. Therefore we only need to prove that H has the weak
Sard property.
Since B ∈ BV , by Calderon-Zygmund theorem (see [13], Theorem 3.83) the function B is
approximately differentiable in a.e. x ∈ Ω:
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
∣∣∣B(y)− B˜(x)−M(x) · (y − x)∣∣∣ dy = o(r). (8.5)
Let N := {x ∈ Ω | ∇H(x) = 0}. Since ρ 6= 0 a.e. the set N coincides, up to a L 2-negligible set,
with the subset {x ∈ Ω | B(x) = 0}. Hence B˜(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ N . Then due to locality of
approximate derivative (see [13], Proposition 3.73) we have M(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ N . Consequently
(8.5) for a.e. x ∈ N takes the form
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
|B(y)| dy = o(r).
Since |ρ| ≤ C for some constant C > 0 a.e. in Ω, the equation above implies that
1
r2
∫
Br(x)
|ρ(y)B(y)| dy = o(r)
hence ρB ∈ t1,1(x) for a.e. x ∈ N and P 1x [ρB] ≡ 0.
But from Rademacher’s theorem H ∈ t1,1(x) for a.e. x ∈ N . Then by Lemma 8.5
H ∈ t2,1(x) and P 2x [H](y) = P 2x [H](0) ∀y ∈ R2 (8.6)
for a.e. x ∈ N .
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For any ε > 0 there exists a compact K ⊂ N such that L 2(N \ K) < ε and (8.6) holds for
every x ∈ K. Then by L1 version of Whitney’s extension theorem (see [19], Proposition 3.6.3)
there exist an open set U ⊂ Ω and a function H˜ ∈ C2(U) such that K ⊂ U and H = H˜ on K.
Hence H#L 2xK = H˜#L 2 ⊥ L 1 by classical Sard’s theorem. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is
complete.
The following result immediately follows from Theorem 8.4, Theorem 8.2 and Lemma 8.3:
Theorem 8.6. Suppose that Ω ⊂ R2 is a simply connected open set and B : Ω → R2 is a steady
nearly incompressible BV vector field with bounded support. Then B has renormalization property.
Remark 8.7. In fact from the proofs presented above it follows that B has the renormalization
property under the following weaker assumptions: B ∈ L∞(Ω) is approximately differentiable a.e.
in {B = 0} and there exists ρ ∈ L∞(Ω) (not necessarily non-negative) such that ρ 6= 0 a.e. in Ω
and div(ρB) = 0. The approximate differentiability of B holds, for instance, when divB and curlB
are Radon measures [20].
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A Appendix
In this Appendix we prove the following claim which was stated in the proof of Theorem 6.7:
Claim A.1. There exist a L 1-negligible set Nˆ ⊂ R and Borel functions uˆ± such that u± = uˆ±
on E \H−1(Nˆ).
The proof will be based on several auxiliary statements and some standard facts, which we
would like to recall for completeness.
For any X ⊂ R2 let F (X) denote the set of nonempty compact subsets of X and let us endow
F (X) with Hausdorff mertic dH. It is well-known that if X is compact then F (X) is also compact.
Moreover, the subclass Fc(X) of connected elements of F (X) is closed (see e.g. [12], Theorems
3.16 and 3.18). Finally, according to the well-known Golab’s theorem the map C 7→ H 1(C) is
lower semicontinuous on Fc(X).
Lemma A.2 (See [11], Lemma 6.2). Suppose that X ⊂ R2 is a closed set and a family C ⊂ F (X)
is closed in F (X). Then the set S := ∪C∈CC is closed.
This lemma follows directly from the compactness of F (X). We refer to [11] for the details.
Lemma A.3. Suppose that γn : [0, `n] → R2 and γ : [0, `] → R2 are positively oriented natural
parametrizations of closed simple Lipschitz curves Cn ⊂ R2 and C ⊂ R2 respectively. Suppose that
Cn → C in dH and H 1(Cn) → H 1(C) as n → ∞. If γn(0) → γ(0) as n → ∞ then for any
τ ∈ (0, `) we have γn([0, τ ])→ γ([0, τ ]) in dH as n→∞.
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Proof. We define γ˜n(t) := γn(t · `n/`). Since `n/` → 1 as n → ∞, using Arzela-Ascoli theorem
we conclude (without renumbering) that γ˜n → γ˜ in C([0, `]) for some 1-Lipschitz function γ˜.
Since homotopy preserves orientation γ˜ is positively oriented. Since γ˜([0, `]) = limn→∞ γ˜n([0, `]) =
limn→∞ γn([0, `n]) = γ([0, `]) = C (here limit is taken w.r.t. dH), it remains to prove that γ˜ is
injective. Suppose that γ˜(a) = γ˜(b) for some a, b ∈ [0, `) with a < b. Then (R/(`Z)) \ ({a} ∪ {b})
has two connected components: I1 and I2. Since γ is positively oriented, at least for some i ∈ 1, 2
we have γ(Ii) = C. But then, since γ is 1-Lipschitz, we have H 1(C) ≤
∫
Ii
|γ′| dτ ≤ max(|b−a|, `−
|b− a|) < ` which contradicts the assumptions.
The following lemma is a variant of Proposition 6.1 from [11]:
Lemma A.4. Suppose that H : R2 → R is a compactly supported monotone Lipschitz function.
Then for any negligible set N ′ ⊂ R there exists a negligible Borel set N ⊃ N ′ such that
• any h ∈ R \N is a regular value of H;
• the family
C :=
{
H−1(h)
∣∣ h ∈ R \N} .
is σ-compact in F (suppH);
• there exist compact families Cj ⊂ C such that C = ∪j∈NCj and the map C 7→ H 1(C) is
continuous on Cj (with respect to convergence in dH) for each j ∈ N;
• the set E := ∪C∈CC is Borel.
Proof. By Theorem 5.4 there exists a negligible set N0 ⊂ R2 such that for any h /∈ N0 the
corresponding level set Eh := H
−1(h) is regular. From coarea formula we know that the map
f : h 7→ H 1(Eh) is Borel. Hence there exists a sequence of compacts Kj ⊂ R \ N0 such that for
any j ∈ N we have Kj ⊂ Kj+1, the restriction of f on Kj is continuous and L 1(R \ ∪j∈NKj) = 0.
Let us define Cj := {Eh | h ∈ Kj}. We claim that Cj is compact in F (suppH) and H 1 is
continuous on Cj .
Indeed, for any sequence Cn ∈ Cj , n ∈ N, there exists a subsequence (we omit renumbering)
such that Cn → C in dH as n→∞, where C ⊂ suppH is some connected compact.
Since hn := H(Cn) ∈ Kj and H is continuous there exists h ∈ Kj such that hn → h as n→∞
and H = h on C. Hence C ⊂ Eh.
By definition of regular value ∇H 6= 0 H 1-a.e. on Eh, hence H 1-a.e. point of Eh is an
accumulation point of Ehn ≡ Cn. Hence H 1(Eh \ C) = 0. Given that Eh is a closed simple curve
and C ⊂ Eh is connected we conclude that C = Eh.
Since f is continuous on Kj we also have H 1(C) = limn→∞H 1(Cn).
Finally, since H is continuous the set H−1(∪j∈NKj) is σ-compact and in particular Borel.
Suppose that a compactly supported Lipschitz function H : R2 → R is decomposed as H =∑
i∈NHi where Hi : R2 → R are compactly supported and |∇Hi|L 2 ⊥ |∇Hj |L 2 when i 6= j.
Let Eih := H
−1
i (h) and Eh := H
−1(h) denote the level sets of Hi and H respectively.
Lemma A.5. Suppose i 6= j. Then for a.e. h ∈ R the function Hj is constant on Eih and moreover
hj := Hj(E
i
h) is not a regular value of Hj.
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Proof. Since |∇Hi|L 2 ⊥ |∇Hj |L 2 by coarea formula we have
0 =
∫
R2
|∇Hi| · |∇Hj | dx =
∫
R
∫
Eih
|∇Hj | dH 1 dh
Therefore for a.e. h ∈ R for H 1-a.e. x ∈ Eih there exists ∇Hj(x) = 0. Let γ : I → R2 denote
natural parametrization of Eih (without loss of generality we can assume that h is a regular value of
Hi). Then for L -a.e. t ∈ I the function t 7→ Hj(γ(t)) is differentiable (recall that H 1xEih = γ#L )
and
(Hj(γ(t)))
′ = ∇Hj(γ(t)) · γ′(t) = 0
which means that Hj is equal to some constant hj on E
i
h. Moreover, since ∇Hj = 0 H 1-a.e. on
Eih this constant hj cannot be a regular value of Hj .
Lemma A.6. For any i ∈ N and a.e. h ∈ R the function H is constant on Eih.
Proof. Observe that
div(H∇⊥Hi) = ∇H · ∇⊥Hi = ∇Hi · ∇⊥Hi = 0
a.e. in R2. Hence by Theorems 6.1 and 4.9 we obtain that for a.e. h ∈ R
H ′ = 0 in D ′(Eih, γ)
where γ : I → R2 denotes natural parametrization of a (regular) level set Eih.
Construction of Ci and Ei. In view of lemmas A.5 and A.6 we can find negligible sets N ′i ⊂ R
such that applying lemma A.4 for Hi and N
′
i we obtain σ-closed families Ci ⊂ F (suppHi) and
negligible sets Ni with the following properties:
• for any h /∈ Ni the function H is constant on Eih;
• the sets Ei = ∪C∈CiC are Borel and pairwise disjoint;
• |∇Hi|L 2 = |∇Hi|L 2xEi.
Then the connected components of almost all regular level sets of H are the level sets of Hi:
Lemma A.7. There exists a negligible set N ⊂ R such that
• any h /∈ N is a regular value of H;
• for any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) there exists unique i ∈ N such that C ∈ Ci.
Proof. Consider the set J of regular values h of H for which H 1(Eh \ ∪iEi) > 0. Since ∇H = 0
a.e. on R2 \ ∪iEi by coarea formula we immediately obtain L 1(J) = 0.
Let h be a regular value of H and fix C ∈ Conn∗(Eh). If h /∈ J then C ∩Ei 6= ∅ for some i ∈ N.
Let Ci denote the level set (w.r.t. Hi) of some x ∈ C ∩ Ei. By lemma A.6 H is constant on Ci,
hence Ci ⊂ C. If C contains a point which does not belong to Ci then C has a triod, which is not
possible since h is a regular value. Hence C = Ci.
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Proof of Claim A.1. Step 0. If Ω 6= R2 then one can extend H outside of Ω in such a way that
the resulting function is Lipschitz and compactly supported (see proof of Theorem 5.4). Therefore
in the rest of the proof we will assume that Ω = R2, ommiting minor modifications needed in the
general case.
Step 1. By Theorem 5.8 there exists a countable family {Hˆi}i∈N of compactly supported Lip-
schitz functions Hˆi : R2 → R such that H =
∑∞
i=1 Hˆi and |∇Hˆi|L 2 ⊥ |∇Hˆj |L 2 whenever i 6= j.
Let Hˆ+i (x) := max(Hˆi(x), 0) and Hˆ
−
i (x) := min(Hˆi(x), 0). Clearly |∇Hˆ+i |L 2 ⊥ |∇Hˆ−i |L 2. Thus
we have decomposed the function H into a sum H =
∑
i∈NHi of monotone Lipshitz functions with
constant sign and satisfying |∇Hi|L 2 ⊥ |∇Hj |L 2, i 6= j.
Step 2. Using the decomposition of H from the previous step we construct the families Ci and
the sets Ei as above (see p. 47). Let N be given by lemma A.7.
Step 3. Let us fix i ∈ N. We are going to define the functions uˆ± on Ei. Let us assume that
Hi ≥ 0 on R2 (the argument will be the same when Hi ≤ 0 on R2).
For any regular value h of H and any nontrivial connected component C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) let
γC : IC → R2 denote a natural parametrization of C which agrees with B.
In view of (6.2) and Theorem 4.9 the function u has traces u±C,B along (C,B). By definition
u+C,B(x) = limτ→+0
1
τ
∫ tx+τ
tx
u(γC(ξ)) dξ
for any x ∈ C, where tx is such that γC(tx) = x.
For any x ∈ Ei let us define
uˆ+τ (x) := 1R\N (H(x))
1
τ
∫
Ei
χτ (x, y)u(y) dH
1(y)
where χτ is the characteristic function of the set
Siτ := { (x, y) ∈ Ei × Ei | x = γC(t), y ∈ γC([t, t+ τ ]) for some h ∈ R \N} .
Since (γC)#L = H 1xC we have u+C,B(x) = limτ→+0 uˆ+τ (x) provided that x ∈ Ei \ H−1(N).
On the other hand if x ∈ Ei ∩H−1(N) then uˆ+τ (x) = 0. Therefore for any x ∈ Ei there exists
uˆ+(x) := lim
τ→0
uˆ+τ (x).
We are going to prove that this function is Borel. To do this it is sufficient to show that Sτ is Borel
for any τ > 0. Our argument will be similar to the proof of Lemma A.4 in which we proved that
Ei is Borel.
By Lemma A.4 the family Ci (recall that Ei = ∪C∈CiC) can be written as Ci = ∪j∈NCij ,
where Cij is closed in F (suppHi) family of closed simple curves such that the map C 7→ H 1(C)
is continuous on Ci.
For any j ∈ N let
Sijτ := { (x, y) ∈ Ei × Ei | x = γC(t), y ∈ γC([t, t+ τ ]) for some C ∈ Ci} .
Since Hi ≥ 0 on R2 and Hi is monotone, one can show that for any C ∈ Ci the parametrization
γC is negatively oriented. Then by Lemma A.3 the set S
ij
τ is closed. Therefore Sτ is a countable
union of closed sets and hence Borel. The construction of uˆ− is analogous to the construction of
uˆ+ above. The functions uˆ± are defined on ∪i∈NEi and agree with the traces of u along (C,B) for
any C ∈ Conn∗(Eh) for any h ∈ R \N .
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